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ABSTRACT

The present work deals with the solidification behaviour of hyper-eutectic Al-Cu

alloys, Various aspects of solidification in the Al-Cu system were studied.

A three-zone gradients freeze QUESTS furnace was specially designed to carry

out unidirectional solidification on ground as well as aboard the space shuttle. The

experiments were carried out under different cooling conditions. The temperature

gradients ranged from G=2-5(IVmm) and the cooling rates range from 3X1û2 - 1(Ils).

The microstructure features of Al-Cu were studied over a composition range from Al

with 35-50wt% Cu. The faceting behaviour of primary AlrCu (0) phase has been

examined as a function of alloy composition and growth rate. Solidification in the

microgravify of space environment promoted a dendrite growth of large primary d phase.

The fluid motion during solidification has been analyzed. Results indicate that lâck of

convection was the reason for large dendritic growth.

The spacings of primary I phase and the inter d-phase lamellar eutectic have

been investigated. Smaller spacings between primary d phase particles in ground-

based sample have been observed. It is suggested that convective mixing present in

the ground-based sample breaks off the fine dendrite arms of 0 phase and distributes

them throughout the melt providing nuclei for the growth of more 0 phase particles.

Mathematical analysis has shown that convection induced shear flow is too small to

support this mechanism. Calculations have concentrated on analyzing the viscous

stress at the solid surface and comparing it with the solid-liquid interface attachment

energy. It has been concluded that the viscous stress due to natural convection

disrurbs the atoms not allowing them to incorporating into crystals. Furthermore, the

physical motion of nucleation sites due to natural convection may provide more nuclei

for the growth of â phase particles. Therefore, the d phase particles in the ground-

based sample are smaller, more numerous and more finely spaced than the phase

particles in the microgravity space sample.
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The segregation phenomena of the hyper-eutectic Al-Cu alloys was also

exami¡ed in both verticai and horizontal unidirectional solidification in unit gravify as

well as in the microgravity environment. The longinrdinal segregation in ground-based

samples showed that the gravity driven natural convection is the main driving forces

for fluid flow in the casting. However, in the case of vertical upwards solidification,

the gravity effect is more pronounced. Lack of convection in the microgravity

envi¡onment, where solidification contraction and maragoni convection are the only

driving force for fluid flow, allowed large dendrites to grow. Moreover, solidification

shrinkage is compensated mostly by deformation of the ingot rarher than by

interdendritic fluid flow. Therefore no significant macrosegregation is present in the

ingot solidified in microgravity.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

considerable progress has been made in recent years towards an understanding

of the solidification of the metals. Fo¡ an Al-Cu system, Cu is mainly added to

increase the strength, at low temperature by heat treatment, and, at higher

temperatures, through the formation of compounds. There has been appreciable interest

in the Al-CuAl, eutectic as a composite materiai because a more or less perfect

lamella¡ structrrre can be obtained. A typicat phase diagram for this alloy is shown in

Figure 1.1. The phase diagram essentially indicates the existence of various phases (in

equilibrium) in the alloy at a certåin temperature and composition. The pressure is

assumed as I atrnosphere. Hypo-eutectic Al-Cu alloys contain less than 33.2 per cent

Cu and having a sfucture of a (Al phase) manix with eutectic 0 phase distributed in

it. Hyper-eutectic Al-Cu alloys contain ftom 33.2 to 52.5 per cenr Cu and have a

structüe of primary 0 phase in a eutectic matrix.

Gravity driven convective flow can significantly influence the microstructu¡e of

metals and ailoys of commercial interest. Microgravity environment in materials

processing offers the advantages of eliminating buoyancy-driven convection and

sedimentation. The low gravity environment of space offers an attractive opportunity

for performing critical tests to determine the role of convection in alloy solidification.

The NASA KC-135 aircraft has been utilized for performing solidification in

microgravity. This plane is capable of flying multiple parabolic trajectories which



provide alternating low-g (20-30 seconds at 0.01g) and high-g (approximately 90

seconds of 1.5-2g) periods. However, the short du¡ation of the low-g envfuonment on

the KC-135 restricts the experimentation. Reduced effective gravity for extended

periods of time is achieved on the space shuttte flights. Di¡ectional solidification

under microgravity has been used to study various basic phenomena and processing

methods in a number of different systems. The macro- and micro-segregation during

solidification as well as the role of gravity-driven phenomena such as convecrion and

sedimentation on micro-sEuctures have been studied in various alloys. However,

theories of fluid motion are still inadequate to explain the observed results.

In the present study, a special tkee-zone gradient freeze eUESTS furnace was

used to carry out microgravity experiment aboard the space shuttle. Unidi¡ectional

solidification of hypereutectic Al-Cu alloys was performed on the ground as well as in

a microgravity environment. The microstn:cture and spacings of primary 0 phase and

inter O-phase eutectic were measured. The macrosegregation phenomena were

analyzed. An attempt is made to explain the difference between the ground-based

sample and the space sample, Interpretation is achieved by analyzing the inter-

dendritic liquid flow and comparing the viscous sEess due to nanue convection with

the solid-liquid interface attachment energy. A mechanism based on shea¡-induced

torque retarding attachment at the surface is proposed to explain the difference in

microstructure between the ingots solidified in unit gravity and thar solidified aboard a

space shuttle in zero gravity.
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Figure 1.1 The Al-Cu phase diagram[6].



CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.I SOLIDIFICATION AND THERMODYNAMICS OF

INTERFACES

2.I-I BASIC CONCEPTS OF SOLIDIFICATION

Solidification is the transformation of molæn liquid to a solid and, as in most

phase Eansformations, involves nucleation and growth. The phenomenon of melting

and freezing has been discussed in detail by Chalmers[l], particularly, to account for

structues obtained in actual ingots. The fundamentals of solidification have been

discussed extensively by Chalmers[2], Winegard[3], Flemings[4], Minkoff[5],

Perepezko, Loesoult, Trivedi and Kurz[6]. Perepezko[6] showed that thermo-

dynamically for solidification to occur, there is a departue from complete liquid-solid

equilibrium. This departure brings the liquid into an undercooled state in which it is

metastable because of the absence of one or mote stable solid phases. The driving

energy, aG, to initiate solidification is

o6=(aTaHr)/T.p (2.1)

where ¿T is the undercooling, aH, is the enthalpy of fusion and T,'o is the equilibrium

solidification temperature.

Solidification is a process that occurs by nucleation and growrh. Gibbs[5]



analyzed the transformation of the liquid to a solid phase øking into account the

change of free energy between phases and the free energy change created by the

inEoduction of new surfaces, The f¡ee energy change fo¡ nucieation, therefore, can be

represented by these two parts as:

aG(r) = {¡¡26 + 413 rrt aG" t) 1\

Here, o is the surface free energy per unit area, aGu is the free energy difference

between a mole of the solid phase and a mole of the liquid phase, and aG(r) is the

free energy change to form a cluster of size r. The activation barrier for nucleation,

aG",, is reached at a critical size r"., given by:

r,, = - (2o/aG,) = - (2dlmp/aH.aT) (2.3)

and

aG". = (l6nd/3¿,c"'z) = (l6ndT.o') / {3oc"1

= (167¡dT,p'?) I ßñI:^T'z)

At increased values of undercooling, aT, r"js reduced (r",& aT-t) and G". is reduced

more rapidly (aG",& aT"2). If solid nucleation is regarded as the growth of clusters

past the critical size, the nucieation rate, I, can be represented by[6j :

(2.4)



I = V,,S"p.*¡ = (D,laz) (4ffi":laz) C, exp(-aG"o/KT) (2.s)

where V,, is the jump frequency associated with atom jumps from the liquid to join the

cluster and can be estimated from the liquid diffusivity, D,, and jump distance, a, by

Dr/a'z, S", is the numbe¡ of atoms surrounding a cluster, given approximately by

4fir.:1a2. C1*¡ is the concenfation of critical cluste¡s. Equation (2.5) indicates that the

maximum nucleation rate occurs at T=T.p=(1/3)Ti

Homogeneous nucleation is the most difficult kinetic path to crystal formation

because of the relatively large activation barrier for nucleus development. The

energetics of heterogeneous nucleation(nucleation on a substrate) can be described by

a modification of equation (2.2) to account for the different interfaces and the

modified cluster volume involved in nucleus formation. The f¡ee energy change for

heterogeneous nucleation is described in equation (2.6).

aG(r)'., = aG",(hom)[f(0)] (2.6)

Here 0 is the contact angle between the nucleus and the heterogeneous nucleation site.

After nucleation, the solid phase grows by mechanisms involving conrol by

eithe¡ thermal or mass diffusion, or by interface control. Metallic alloys generally

grow by diffusion conEolled mechanisms while non-metallic phases generally grow by

mechanisms controlled by the interface sEucture.

Lesoultl6] desc¡ibed solidification as a succession of atomic events occuring in



series. The kinetic undercooling, aT*, in the case of pure substances is:

aT* = J* - T'= (a/DJ (R TnraS,) V (2.7)

where Te is the equilibrium temperatue at the interface defined by aTk = Tr - T* = f
K, where K is the inte¡face curvatrue and I is the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient. The T'

is the actual temperatute of the moving interface, D, is the liquid diffusivity, a is the

atomic distance between the crystallographic planes parallel to the interface, and V is

the velociry of the interface.

For a given driving force, the growth velocity of the interfaces parallel to

atomically dense planes is smaller than any other growth velocity. For an fcc crysøl,

for example, the dense { 1 11 } planes will tend to spread laterally more or less rapidly

and form pyramids that have fou¡fold symmetry axes, that is (100) axes. Therefore

the well-known fact that dendrites of cubic metals exhibit (100) axes and branches is

probably ¡elated to their slight growth anisotropies.

Solidification typically involves heat and mass üansport phenomena on the

microscopic and macroscopic levels. ln the case of plane front solidification, the

composition and temperature profiles at the interface are presented in Figure 2.1 (b)

and 2.1 (c).

A departure from interface equilibrium during growth results not only in kinetic

undercooling but also a dependence of the partition coefficient, lç, on the velocity.

The following functional form has been proposed to describe the effect of the velocity



on lÇ.

k" = C"'/C' = { k+ (4glDJV}/{ I + (aolDJV) (2.8)

Here k is the equillibrium partition coefficient (assumed to be < 1) and ao is a length

scale related to the interatomic distance with an estimated value of 0.5 to 5.0 nm (5 to

50 Ao).
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Figure 2.1

The composition and temperature profiles for plane front solidificarion[6].

(a) Constrained growth dudng plane ftont solidification

(b) Schematic profiles of solute concentration

(c) Temperature profile



2.I-2 THERMODYNAMICS OF THE INTERFACES

The equilibrium thermodynamic properties of interfaces we¡e characterized flust

by Gibbs' who used a hypothetical dividing su¡face to separate the surface properties

from those of bulk phases. This work has been ¡eviewed by Apayadin an Smith[7].

The excess surface energy, E, for a multicomponent system is defined as:

Ei= TSi+ Ep,N,i+ oA (2.e)

where Si is the enropy of the interface, p, is the chemical potential of the component

x, o is the interface energy, N"i is the number of moles of x in i phase and A is the

interface area.

By anaiyzing the relationship berween the change in surface tension to the

surface excess of the components, Gibbs desc¡ibed the interface energy change do, by

the Gibbs absorytion equation.

do = -s¡dT - xf*dp_ (2.10)

where f" is the specific surface excess number of moles of component x.

In the case of constant temperatu.re, equation (2.10) reduces to the Gibbs

absorption isotherm:

I. = _(õo/ôp_)r.

10

(2.11')



where the subscripts T and a indicate constant temperature and a single phase, a,

respectively.

In a binary system, absorption can be expressed as

F_ = f" - f"i(c," - c")/(c," - c,)Ì (2.t2)

where the C" are concentration of components X and Z in phases a and b, ancl I-^, is

the relative absorption which becomes zero if the components x and z are present at

the interface in the same ratio as in the bulk solution. This argument leads to the

conciusion that the surface becomes relatively en¡iched i¡ x for a positive absorption,

I."">0, and depleted for a negative adsorption, 1,,<0.

Jackson[5] analyzed the distinction between two classes of materials which

have smooth or rough interfaces in growth by examining the suface free energy

changes on adding atoms to an atomically smooth surface. For a liquid-solid

transfo¡mation, the change of su¡face free energy is:

^F 
= - 

^4 
- 

^Eo 
- 

^Er 
+ TÁSo - T 

^Sr 
- P 

^V
(2.13)

He¡e, P ÂV, the volume change for the transformation liquid to solid is taken to be

approximately zero. ÂEo is the energy gained by fansfening NA atoms to the surface

and 
^Er 

is the average energy gained by the No atoms due to the presence of the other

atoms on the surface. ÀSo is the entropy difference between solid and liquid phases,

ll



while ÁS, is the entropy difference due to the possible randomness of the atoms on the

surface. They are given by:

LEo = 2Yo (I/v) NA

Ær = Lo (q,/v) (N^/l'{) Na

ÂSo = (L/fJ Na

(2.14)

(2. 1s)

(2.r6)

where Lo is the change of intemal energy for the atom between the liquid and the solid

state, î is the number of nearest neighbours, and v is the total possible number of

nearest neighbours. No is the number of atoms on the surface and r¡o is the number of

nearest neighbours of a single atom on the plane surface, (NoAl) is the fraction of

occupied sites on the interface, and L is the latent heat of fusion.

Considering nearest neighbour interaction, and assuming a ¡andom distribution

of atoms in the interface layer, the excess f¡ee energy, aF, may be expressed as a

function of an atom concentration and a roughness parameter, c[,, by:

.aF/NkT=oNn{(1 - No)A{,) - ln{N/(N-N¡)}

- (N^/ltl11n{(N - N^)/N^} (2.1'1)

where c¿ is given by: @orKT,o)(tÌ/v). The relationship is illustrated in Figure (2.2) for

t2



diffe¡ent c,. The decrease in free energy of an initially flat, solid-liquid interface is

represented by the cuwes lying below the zero reference line. In this case, the

deposition of liquid atoms on the interface takes place in a random manner, leading to

surface roughing. (See Figure 2.3 (a).) This behaviour is called contiguous or normal

growth. The cuwes above the refe¡ence line, on the other hand, correspond to an

increase in free energy, where surface roughening is not thermodynamically stable. In

this case, the interface motion is restricted to growth by layer extension in which

deposition of the liquid atoms occurs selectively either at ki¡ks or steps. The

deposition leads to a flat interface during the growth, as ¡epresented in Figure 2.3 (b).

The soiid liquid interface is a region between two condensed phases in which

interatomic cohesive energies are comparable. Physicists have successfully conelated

the sharpness of the interface of pure substances to a faceting factor, F, which is

defined as[6]:

F = lz'10-z')ll(A,o)/(R T,,o)) (2. l8)

The Z- is the ratio between the number of near-neighbour atoms in the plane of

the interface and the toøl number of near-neighbour atoms in the bulk (Zr = 0.5 for

planes of fcc crystals). Furthermore, A- is the area occupied by I mole of atoms at the

interface, o is the solidÂiquid interfacial tension, and T.o is the melting temperature.

Pure metals are expected to grow from their own melts with a diffuse interface as

opposed to a sharp interface, because their faceting factors a¡e approximately equal to

l3



the critical value of 2.

The solid/liquid interfacial tension causes a change in equilibrium melting

point, often called Gibbs-Thomson undercooling. For pure substances, this curvature

undercooling AT* is given by Equation (2.7). For most merals, f is of the order of 10-7

K.m. Therefore, the curvatuIe undercooling might often appear negligible. Some

nonmetalLic eutectic phases, such as graphite or silicon in foundry alloys, exhibit

strong anisotopies of interfacial tension in contact with the molten alloy.
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Figure 2.3

The solid liquid interface growth modes for low and high a values.

(a) Continuous (normal) growth

(b) Layer (lateral) growth

In (a), all available sites on the solid have the same energetic barrier for atoms A and

B (liquid atoms) to become solid atoms.

In (b), the kink site at atom A has a lower energy barrier than the site occupied by B.

This favou¡s growth by the lateral motion of steps[7].
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2.2 PRIMARY PHASE SOLIDIFICATION

2.2.L DENDRITIC GROWTH

Alloy solidification microstructures are controlled by two important factors, the

composition of the alloy and the heat flow conditions in the mould. When an alloy of

uniform liquid composition, Co, is cooled, the fi¡st solid that forms ar temperature, Tr,

will have a composition, kCo, which is lower than the liquid composition, Co (It is

assumed k<1). Thus, the excess solute rejected by the solid will give rise to a solure-

rich layer in front of a growing interface, in which the liquid composition is a

maximum Co/k at the interface and dec¡eases with increasing distance from the

interface. This liquid composition profile gives ¡ise ro a variation in the liquids

temperature with distance as illustrated in Figure (2.4)161. The stability of the solid-

liquid interface can be distu¡bed by the growth condirions prevailing at the interface.

Tiller et al[7] inuoduced the concept of constitutional supercooling to explain the

breakdown of a planar interface into cellular and/or dend¡itic in terms of growth

rate,R, and temperature gtadient in the liquid at the solidJiquid interface, G,. For a

stable planar inte¡face,

G, I m,Co {(k-l)/k} (R/D,) (2.19\

where m, is the slope of the liquids, Co is the alloy composition, k is the parririon

coefficient, and Dr is the diffusion coefficient of the solute in the liquid.

Instability occurs when the actual temperatue profile in the liquid, in front of



the interface, is lower than the liquids temperarure profile as seen in Figure 2.4 (b).

In this case, as supercooling increases with increasing distance from the interface, any

perturbation developing on the interface is favoured to protrude into the melt, causing

the interface to break down into cells and eventually dendrites. Figure (2.5) shows the

evolution of instabilities at a grain boundary groove. Glickaman, Schaefer and

Ayers[8] summarized a multiplicity of theories to describe dendritic growth. Among

the theories, only three are in a form well suited to experimental testing. They are:

(1) Trivedi's theory, which is an advanced form of Temkin's original model;

(2) a "modified" version of lvantsov's original model;

(3) Nash and Glicksman's self-consistent model, in which the dendritic shape

is derived as part of the solution and not related to an input parameter

which merely constrains the solution.

Each of the th¡ee theories of steady-state dendritic growth yieids a velocity (v)

-supercooling (aT) relationship which, over a reasonably extensive range of

supercooling, may be expressed as a power law: v = BG aá". Here B and n are

numerical constants specific to each theory. G is the lumped material parameter

described as: caS¡L/Co?,r, where q and Co are the thermal diffusivity and specific

heat of the liquid phase, respectively. aS, and L are the entropy and enthalpy for

fusion, and 7,, is the solid-liquid interfacial energy. ad is the normalized supercooling

given by aTCo/L. Furthermore, the tip radius of curvature, tip temperarure, and tip

concentrations are predicted as functions of the growth rate and temperature gradient.

An approximate model of dendritic interface growth, under controlled solidification
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conditions was given by Bower et al.[9]. The tip temperanue of cells and dendrites

under unidirectional solidification was measured by Burden and Hunt tl0l. By

analyzing Zener's ides[12] for diffusion at the tip, a rheory for dend¡itic growth was

developed[11]. A formulation was also developed by Trivedi[13] by inrroducing a

constitutional supercooling parameter and assuming that the tendency for perturbation

to grow is directly proportional to the parameter if there is any perturbation in the

dend¡ite shape. Another approach was proposed by Kurz and Fisher[l4], where the

radius for curvature of a dendrite tip was assumed to be proportional to the wave-

length of pemrrbation in a planar interface. Miyata and Suzuki[i5] developed a

consistent theory of dend¡itic $owth which takes into account the heat flow and the

solute around the dendritic front. The experimental studies have been carried out on

aluminum-copper alioy to obtain data on cellula¡ and dendritic growth[16,17].
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Figure 2.5

The evolution of instabilities due to solute accumulation in a grain boundary

groove[7].



2-2.2 FACETED GROWTH

Minkoffl5] indicated that metallic crystals or crystals having low entropy of

fusion have rough interfaces and that the rate of growth of the faces is controlled by

the diffusion flux. On the other hand, crystals with aS(fusion) )2R ( or o )2 ) grow

with a faceted interface. In this case, the energies of such sharp and smooth interfaces

are orientation dependent. The parameter contolling growth is the rate ar which the

interface accepts atoms. Therefore, growth may be controiled by the nature of steps on

such surfaces, the natual defects ending on step surfaces, or by nucleation of new

faces on facets.

The theory for a perfect crystal is concemed with the continuation of

growth by two-dimensional nucleation on the low-index (smooth) surfaces. This

theory is related to the structure of monomolecular steps on the surfaces. Such

surfaces move by atom attachment to kinks(Figure 2.7). Burton et al.[18] showed that

steps would not be created by thermodynamic fluctuations. Hence at low

supersaturation, growth must be related to imperfections. These defects might have a

component normai to the crystal surface, such as screw dislocations or twin plane re-

entrant edges (TPRES) because these edges provide low energy sites for the start of a

new layer (See Figure (2.8)). Undercooling associated with the movement of an

interface may also affect the lateral growth behaviour by favouring the random

deposition of liquid atoms onto the solid-liquid interface. The effect of undercooling

on the transition from a smooth to a rough interface can be seen in Figure(2.9).

The growth rate of the faceted interface due to step nucleation can be

22



caiculatedl7] by assuming that the rare of growth for the srep is sufficiently high so

that each step nucleated on a surface spreads to form one molecular plane before the

formation of a second nucleus on the same su¡face. If the Eansformation temperature

is close to T.o, the growth rate of the faceted interface G = A,exp(Az aT), where

changes in terms A, and A, with undercooling, aT, are small.

In the case of faceting crystal growth f¡om its own melt, the liquid is

undercooled aT degrees below its melting point. The c¡ystal grows by dissipation of

heat into the melt[4]. The temperature disuibutions outward f¡om the centre of a flat

face and on the same face near the edge a¡e illustrated in Figures 2.10 (a) and (b),

respectively. In these figures, the interface is at temperature T,, and is undercooled by

an amount aT* below the equilibrium melting point. The difference between the centre

and the edge of the face is that heat diffuses more readily at the corner because of the

corner effect (divergence of heat flux). Hence the kinetic undercooling, aT*, must be

larger than that at the cenEe of a face. The growth rate of the face, which results from

the kinetic undercooling, is maximum near the comers. Steps originate near the

corners and spread across the face, decreasing as the local undercooling aT* decreases.

For the case of a faceted crystal growing in an alloy melt, the diffusivity of

heat is much greater than the diffusivity of solute. Consequently, only the laner is

generally considered. The growth morphology is affected by the transpon rate of

atoms from the solution to the crystal surface. In this case, the mobility of the

interface is reduced due to the depleted atom concenhation. Funhermore, the

concentration of atoms at the come¡s is higher than at the cenFe of the face, so that
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the driving fo¡ce to form a new layer is higher at the comers of the crystal. Steps

nucleate in these a¡eas and propagate across the interface at a decreasing rate, v,

determined by the undercooling available for atomic attachment. This leads to a closer

spacing, d, between the steps on the interface towards the centre of the facet,

Eventually, branches develop at the comers of the crystal as seen in Figure(2.11)[7].

Keith and Paddenl19] proposed the following relation for rhe srabiliry of a growing

faceted crystal:

R¡/D, < -{¿Tlmrco(1-k)} (2-20)

Where r is the approximate radius of the faceted crystal and m, is the solut content in

liquid. The di¡ections assumed by the growing dendrite arms in faceted mate¡ials are

always ones that are "capped" by relatively slow-growing (usually low-index) planes.

The effect of these slowly growing planes in rhe shape of the crystal is seen in Figure

(2.6) and Figure (2.12) gives a schematic of a dendrite growing in the (100) di¡ection

with its tip capped by four slow-growing {111} planes. The slowly growing planes

would be expected to be the closest-packed planes. The major dendrite di¡ection is

generally the axis of a pyramid whose sides are the most closely packed planes from

which a pyramid can be formed. Normally, the (100) di¡ection is the major dend¡ite

direction for the body- and face-centred cubic structu¡es.

Apayadin and Smith[7] investigated the growth direction of AlrCu primary

crystals. A TEM diffraction pattern was obtained in the [001] di¡ection. The Laue back



reflection pattern from a transverse section showed that the preferential growth

direcrion of the primaries was along a [001] axis. It was also demonstrated, by seecling

an Al-Cu alloy with a single crystal of AlrCu having a predetermined orientation, that

the growth di¡ection for the primary AlCu did not occru in the heat extraction

di¡ection. Rather, growth happened in [001] or [100] orienrarions, depending on which

of these orientations was closer to the orientation of the seed crystal. These results

show the anisotropic growth behaviou¡ of the AlrCu compound crystal .
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The growth anisotropy in a faceted crystal. As the crystal grows, loosely packed {100}

planes grow faster, while slowly growing closely packed { 1l I } planes outlines the

morphology of the crystal. t is time, and o,,'u, are the growth vectors ¡eiative to the

planes[7].



Figure 2.7

Growth of surface by movement of steps related to atom attachment at kinks[7].



RE-ENIRANT EDGE

Figure 2.8

The presence of defect structure increases the mobility of a faceted plane by

energetically favouring the deposition of atoms at the defect sites[7].

(a) Twin plane re-entrant edges

(b) Screw dislocation
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Figure 2.9

The effect of undercooling on the presence of surface defect (screw dislocation) on the

growth mode of a smooth interface[7].
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Growth of a cubic crystal in a pure melt a undercooling aT (or an alloy melt of
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Figure 2.1 1

The development of branching in faceted growth occurs when the rate of generation

for new steps becomes higher than rhe rate at which steps propagate[7].

(a) Lateral growth is higher than the frequency of new iayer formarion, the crystal has

an idiomorphic mo¡phoiogy;

(b) The formation of new layers predominately occurs close to the verrices, and the

rate of advance of the steps is faster along the edges than towa¡ds the centre of faces,

which gives rise to a hopper-like crystal morphology;

(c) the layer formation rate is faster than the propagation rate of the layers;

(d) eventuaily leads to b¡anching of the crystal.
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2.3 EUTECTIC SOLIDIFICATION

2.3.I REGULAR EUTECTIC GROWTH

Eutectic structures are cha¡acterized by the simultaneous growth of two phases

from a liquid. If both phases are nonfaceted, usually when both are metallic, the

eutectic will exhibit a regular morphology. The microstructure is then composed of

lameilae or f,rbres having a high degree of regularity and periodicity. chadwich[2O] has

shown, for example, that in the aluminum copper eutectic the same lamellar structure

can persist fo¡ several centimetres. On the other hand, Craft[2l] has demonstrated that

a prefened relationship develops during the gowrh of a eutectic "single crystal". The

relationship is expressed as:

(111) Al ll (211) CuAt,

ll0ll Al l/ Q20) caAI,

(111) Al ll lamellar interface

During eutectic solidification, the growing cx phase rejects B atoms into the

iiquid because of thei¡ lower solubility with respect to the liquid's concentration,

Conversely, the B phase rejects A atoms, so rhat the û, and B phases grow side by sicle

in a cooperative manner. The B atoms rejected by the o phase are needed for the

growth of the p phase, and conversely. On the other hand, the solute build up in the

liquid ahead of the growing solid/liquid inrerface is lowered considerably by the

sideways diffusion. Thus, the growth is thermodynamically favourable. The smaller the

lamellar spacing, À, the smaller the solute build up. On the other hand, the surface

tensions at the three-phase junction ø/Þ/l must be balanced [o ensure mochanical
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equilibrium. (see Figure 2.13). This constraint imposes fixed sontact angles, leading to

a cuwature of the solid/liquid interface.

Jackson and Hunt[22] were the first to analyze the problem in detail. They

solved the steady-state diffusion equation by using a moving coordinate system and

obtained the following equation for an isothermal interface.

¡T/m=RÀKr+Kzll, (2-2t)

Here, aT is the total undercooling at the interface, R is the growth rate, l, is the width

of the cr+B lamellae, whereas m,K, and Ç are the system parameters. For dendrite

growth, where

Equation (2-21) becomes:

dÁT/dÀ = 0

iuúR=aT'ztR=constant

The lamellar spacing I and the growth undercooling, aT, are given by[6]:

À=(ÕKr)/{R

ÀT = (Õ+1/O) lzIçlR

() _))\

(2-23)

(2-24)

(2-2s)
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Whe¡e R is the solidification ¡ate. The K, and Ç are constants related to the material

properties and @ is a regularity constant whose value is close to unity for a regular

eutectic. The scale of the eutectic microsFuctu¡e depends upon the solidification rate.

An important characteristic of regular eutectic growth is that the lamellae are parallel

to the heat flow di¡ection during solidification and perpendicular ro rhe soiidfliquid

interface.
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Figure 2.13

Surface tension balance at the thee-phase (c¡lp/t) junction, and the resulting curvarue

of the solid/liquid interface[2 1].



2-3.2 IRREGTJLAR EUTECTIC GROWTH

Irregular eutectics, such as Al-Si and Fe-C, exhibit a va¡iation in the spacing

between the phases because the growth direction of the faceted phase is determined by

specific atomic orientations. Unlike regular eutectic, the growth direction is not

necessarily parallel to the heat flux. This results in a larger average spacing which is

accompanied by greater interfacial undercooling. Therefore, the solidliquid interface is

non-isothermal, i.e., its shape is irregular (Fig.2.14). Sato and Sayama[23] confi¡med

this hypothesis experimentally, using a faceted organic eutectic.

For irregulæ eut€cfic g¡owth, a mean spacing(x) and a mean undercooling(aT)

can still be defined by Equation (2-24) and (2-25). In this case, ó is greater than

unity.
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Growth of irregular eutecúc[6].

(a) Schematic of branching of the faceted phase at \., terrnination at \", and the

corresponding shape of the solid/liquid interface.

(b) Iron-carbon eutectic alloy directionally solidified at R=0.00l7pny's. Branching was

induced by a rapid i¡c¡ease in R. Longitudinal section. As-polished.
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2-3-3 HYPO- AND HYPER-EUTECTIC Al-Cu ALLOYS

Considerable progress has been made in recent years towards understanding the

solidification behaviour of metals. For the Al-Cu system, Cu is mainly added to

increase the strength at low temperatures by heat treatment and at higher temperarures

through the formation of compounds. There has been appreciable interest in the Al-

CuAl, eutectic as a composite material because a more or less perfect lamella¡

structure can be obtained. The mechanical properties of unidi¡ectional solidified Al-Cu

castings containing up to 15 wtTo solute have been determined with respect to the

volume fraction of inær-dendritic ev&cricl24,25l.

According to the Al-Cu equilibrium diagram, both the liquidus and the solidus

at the aluminum end are reasonably straight lines. Thus, the partition coefficient k

ranges from 0. 14 to 0.17 and applies over the range from zerc to 33Vo Cu. The 0

phase, which is usually reported as CuAlr, freezes directly from the melt at 53.3?o

copper and 864K. It has a limited range of composition from 52.5 to 53.9Vo copper.

CuAI, is tetragonal; space group I4lmcm;12 atoms in the unit cell: lattice parameters

a = 6.066 X 10'Ì0 m, c = 4.874 X 10-10 m; density 4340 Kg/m3. Hypo-eutectic Al-Cu

alloys contain less than 33.2 per cent Cu and having a structure of s (Al phase) matrix

with eutectic 0 phase distributed in it. Hyper-eutectic Al-Cu alloys contain from 33.2

to 52.5 per cent Cu and have a structure of primary 0 phase in a eutectic matrix.

Dendritic solidification of Al-Cu alloys has been examined over a range of

solidification rates and alloy compositions U,26-281. It is found that the Al2Cu

dendritic morphology changes with freezing ¡ate and alloy compositions[7]. The
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dendritic spacing has also been anaryzed as a function of the solute concentration and

the freezing rate[271. Furthermore, the tip radius of curvature and tip concentration

were measured[26]. The results showed that the dendritic arm spacing is controlled by

the diffusion of solute in the liquid.

Solidification of metals and alloys is influenced greatly by convecrive mixing.

Macroscopic natural convective effects in di¡ectional dend¡itic solidification of Al-Cu

alloys are studied experimentally as a function for density gradient orientation relative

to the gravity vector in the inter-dendritic and bulk liquid [29]. The effect of gravity

driven convection on macro- and micro-segregation microstructure for Al-Cu alloys

has also been studied[54]. The internal and external shrinkages in a unidi¡ectional

solidified AL-4.SwtVoCu alloy has been analyzed to determine the inter-dendritic

flow[30,31]. It was shown thar, when the top of the ingot reached a pasty state in the

cou¡se of solidification, a capillary pressure appeared at the top and made

inter-dendritic liquid flow very difficult.

The macrosegregation behaviour of AI-Cu alloy has been discussed by

Flemings and Sharp et al. 132,33,49,501. It was suggested that the interfaces adjust their

shape in such a way as to eliminate any constitufional supercooling. Moreover, the

micro-segregation behaviour was analyzed as the effect of the solidification rate[33]. It

was found that the normalized 0 phase content increased with increasing cooling rate

at about 180IlS (growth rate of lcm/s). Beyond this cooling rate, it decreased with

increasing cooling rate. Cahoon[48] re-evaluated inverse segregation in an Al(rich)-Cu

system. Computer programs have been devetoped[53] to determine the theoretical
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maximum segregation in binary-alloy systems and the segregation distribution in a

unidi¡ectional solidified ingot. Theoretically calculated inverse segregation data has

been compared with experimental data[54]. Reasonable agreement has been obtained.

For hyper-eutectic Al-Cu alloys, research work has been involved in studying

the morphology of primary AlrCu phase[7] and the macroscopic natural convective

effects in directional solidification[29]. Limited knowledge of hypereutectic Al-Cu

alloy system has been gained and future research work is required.



2-4 SEGREGATION

Constitutional undercooling is primarily the result of the difference in

composition between the solid and liquid phases during solidification. This difference

not only produces undercooling when the temperaÍue conditions a¡e suitable but it is

also responsible for the segregation of the soiute that exists in the final solid alioy.

Segregation may be chategorized into two types: micro-segregation and

macrosegregation. Micro-segregation includes short-range diffe¡ences in concentration

such as those found between cells, dendrites and grains, Macrosegregation refers to

long-range variations in composition found between the outside and the centre of a

casting or ingot.

2.4.I MICROSEGREGATION

The frst and simplest approach to a quantiøtive description of

microsegregation in dendritic solidification was described by Bower, Brody and

Flemings[34]. The solute redistribution is shown schematically in Figure (2.15) and the

local solut€-redistribution equation is given as:

C"'= kC,{ø(K-1) + t1-qld(k-L)l (1-Ð("Ð) (2-26)

where k is an equilibrium distribution coefficient defined as k = Co/Cr and

a=4ÇÂ'?=4D"Vdz. Here i denotes one half of the clend¡ite arm spacing, d, and t, is the

local sotidification time. q- is the composition of the iso-concentrate sunounding the



f, weight fraction of solid both during and after solidification of the volume element.

Figure (2.16) shows microsegregation for an Al-4.57oCu alloy calculated according to

equation (2-26). lt is shown that the solute redistribution depends only on the

dimensionless ratio ct. However, the ratio o is relatively constant over wide ranges of

cooling rate, thus leading to the relative constancy of segregation observed at different

cooling rates. Experiments conducted on a low-alloy steel substantiate this

assertion[38].

Bower, Brody and Flemings [34,35] also simplified this equation by neglecting

the parameter cx, because of the sufficiently low ratio of thermai gradient during

solidification. Then the equation reduces to

C,-=kCo(l-f,)k-' (2-27a)

Equation (2-27) is recognized as the non-equi.librium level rule, or Sheil's

model. It applies to a region whose size is of the order of that of a dendrite a¡m. For

example, for systems with eutectic phase diagrams, the maximum composition in the

single phase corresponds to KCu, where C, is the eutectic composition. Once this

composition is achieved, the intercellular liquid will freeze with a eutectic structure.

Equation (2-27) can be used to predict the volume fraction of the eutectic phase, f",

f" = (CslCo)ra't (2-27b)
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In Al-Cu alloys, a eutectic is found[25] when the initial composition is very

low aithough the limit of solid solubiliry is in excess of 5Vo and the eutectic

composition is 337o.

In order to account for solid diffusion during and after solidification, equation

(2-21a) yields:

C"- = kCo tl _ t/ (t + aklþr (2_29)

and, for pæabolic thickening[27]

C.. = kco[ I_(l_2ak¡¡1r<r-ryrr-aorr1 e_Zg)

Samples have been abruptly quenched at various temperatue during and after

solidification [35,36]. Segregation has been measured to compare with results from

equation (2-28).

Equations (2-28) and (2-29) werc used to compute the weight fraction for the

second phase fo¡med in several Al-Cu alloys [27]. Results are plorted in Figures (2.17)

and (2.18). The above equarions, however, are not suitable for describing

microsegregation having significant "back-diffusion". This deficiency happens because

C,- approaches kCo as a becomes large at any fraction solid, f". Figure (2.19) shows

the results of one such set of calculations.

Recently, Clyne and Ku¡z [39] modified equations (2-28) and, (2-29). They

replaced the term a by c' given in the following expression for the parabolic advance

of the dend¡ite:



o' = d{1-expclla)\ - tlz exp(-112o¿) (2-30)

This modification is based on the analytical solution of the precious model that

involved an assumption which led to the nonconservation of solute. However, this

model has been criticized for the lack of a physical basis at intermediate values of a.

Sarraeal and Abbaschian[40] proposed a model to calculate the eutectic fraction in

rapidly solidified alloys. Kurz et al.[41] used Burden and Hunt's analysis [10] with a

model for eutectic growth undercooling. Assuming that the effects of back diffusion

and temperature depressions a¡e additive, the eutectic fraction can be derived as:

fE" : (1-fE) [C.,**/ kcJ u(k-D - 2d'W(l-2d'k)

+ ll(1-2a'k) [ C,^-/kC'] t(r'2d'k)/(k-I)l

- [C,'/ kç01 trtr'tl (2-3t)

where fr" is the eutectic fraction due to the combined effects. Furthermore, f.0 = (C, -

C0) / C,(l-k), a' is given by equation (2-30), and C,^n"* = (kc,tfE/ (1-f,)1.

Giovanola and Kurz[4l] considered a large concentration gradient existing in

the tip region of the cellular on a dendritic anay. They proposed a model consisting

of two functions for the concentration versus fraction solid relationship. One function

described the transients in the region around the dendrite tips and the other function

was used for the region of complete liquid mixing of the interdendritic liquid.

According to the resulting model, the concentration of the first solid to form is high,

undergoes little change up to high solid fractions, and increases only in the last stages
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of solidification. This behaviou¡ is nor considered by Scheil's or Brody and Fleming's

analysis which leads to very different predictions of the microscopic concenration

profile. The model of Giovanola and Kurz seems to give reasonable agreement with

experimental results. Furthermore, Skolianos[42] studied the dissolution kinetics of

nonequilibrium ternary eutectic (Al-4.5wt?oCu-2.0wt7oMn) by using a cylindrical

diffusion model. Thei¡ model described the dissolution of the nonequilibrium ternary

eutectic rathe¡ well for short times but not for longer periods.
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Microsegregation in celiular solidification. At the top a¡e shown two idealized volume

elements, the one on the left for elongated (two-dimensional) cells and the one on

the right for regular ceils. Doned iines show isoconcentrates at the values of f. noted.

The graph plots microsegregation for an Al-4.5Cu alloy [4].



2-4-2 MACROSEGREGATION

Macrosegregation is the phenomenon of solute variation taken over large

distances of a cast structure. Flemings and Nereo[32] considered that the mechanism

of all types of macro-segregation was the same. It was one of interdendritic flow of

solute-rich liquid. The solute is hansfened to the liquid as part of the solidification

process, The driven forces of the movement has been summarized as:

. Solidification Contraction

.Effect of Gravity on Density Differences Caused by Phase or Compositional

Variations

.External Centrifugal or Electromagnetic Fo¡ces

.Formation of Gas Bubbles

.Deformation of the Solid Phase due to Thermal Stess and Static Pressu¡e

.Capillay Force

2-4.2.I NORMAL SEGREGATION

When plane f¡ont solidification occu¡s, the solid composition of the initially

solidified portion is low, having an approximate value of kCo, which gradually

increases with time. This behaviour occurs as a result of diffusion pushes the solute

ahead, leading in tum, to a higher concentration at the finally solidified portion or the

ingot centre.

Allen and Hunt[43] calculated the solute disribution at low velocity(R) as:
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c, = k co(l-fJk*' (2-32)

where fs is the fraction of volume solidified and c. is the solute concenEation in the

solid atøched solidliquid interface. k" is the effective distribution coefficient given by:

k.=k/th+(1-Ç)e'"1 (2-33)

where a = Rô/D is the thickness of rhe stågnant layer, and D is the diffusion

coefficient in the liquid. Chalmers[2] represented this type of segregation by a single

cuwe, relating the concentration of a solute to the distance from the start of

solidification. The form of this curve depends upon rhe equilibrium distribution

coefficient l<o, the rate of solidification, R, and the amounr of mixing by fluid motion.

The actual segregation resuiting from a solidification process depends very much on

the geomety of the sample, as this influences both the rate of solidification and the

amount of convection.

2-4.2.2 INVERSE SEGREGATION

Inverse segregation occurs when solute is rejected during solidification. A

higher concentration is present in regions that solidified earlier. This type of

segregation occurs only in alloys that contract during solidification, and it happens

progressively as freezing proceeds. This contention is supported by the observation of

Adams[zl4]. The shrinkage may cause motion of the most "solute en¡iched" liquid in a
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di¡ection opposite to that of the general solidification front. Kirkaldy and Youdelis[45]

further developed the quantitative approach proposed originally by Scheil[46]. For a

typical binary eutectic alloy system, the solute concenEation C is given by:

Q = (m,rCr/au + n\rC.)/(mJas + n\¡) (2-34-t)

where m,, and rq, are the liquid and solid masses in a representative volume just at

the eutectic temperatrue, On the other hand, the C,. and C"u are the mean solute

concenEation in the liquid and cored crystals, respectively. au is the eutectic

contraction coefficient, defined as the specific volume ratio of the eutectic solid to

eutectic liquid, viz. a'=Vsd^y'rE. At a concenEation other than that of the eutectic, a is

defined by:

a = V"/Vr + (Cr C")|r', (dv/dcr) (2-34-2)

where C" refers to the soiute's equilibrium concenffation in the solid. The terms in

equation 2-34-I arc calculated from the stepwise integration of the foliowing equation.

m,. is cauculated from

n,- c.^'ï tu" _ 'i' r dcg
J n.-J AC.
!w0
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where A = C"/(Cr - C,), or A=1-&, where Ç is the equilibrium distribution

coefficient. The value of K is given by

K=alt- (2-34-41

whe¡e mf is the liquid composition at the base of the dend¡ites (m,-m,' is the mass

fraction of liquid available for further dend¡itic growth), and dmrTdmi is a conraction

factor calculated from solidification parameters as illusÍared in Figure (2.20). rq, is

calculated from

ai,-a".e
1f

v.m- I v,rtr-?'l4o¿ Ia' dn;

and the solut in the cored dendrites, C"en\e is calculated

¡¡1.- n. .
ï &"-'ï M"
J" tU- l" "

ûsz cz.u

fcs¿tn"= ! (r:Al 
I n"c"âAJ

(2-34-s)

(2-34-6)

The agreement between the segregation, calculated as a function of the alloy

compositions of different alloys, also shows good agreement with experiment st45,471.

F1g.(2.2I) shows the resulting experimental and theoretical cuwes for the maximum

segregation of a Al-Cu system. However, Cahoon[48] has re-evaluated inverse
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segregation in th Al-Cu system and has shown that previous agrement between the

therietical and experimental values may be somewhat fortuitous.

Fliming et al[49,50] developed equations to predicr the effects of the

solidification variables on macrosegregation. They calculated the solute distributions

for unidirectional solidified A1-4.5Vo Cu ingots cas! under va¡ious thermal

conditionsls1]. Cahoon and Youdelis[52] have compared the equations derived by

Flemings and Ne¡eo with rhar formulated by Kirkaldy and youdelis[45]. In the

Eeatment of Kirkaldy and Youdelis, the mass distributions are simply assumed or

measured without prior and expiicit association of the mass distributions to a velocity

parameter. The treatment of Flemings and Nereo permits solidification conditions more

complicaæd than the simple unidirectional case to be considered. Both the Kirkaldy-

Youdelis and Flemings-Nereo treatments consider a zone of dendrite "expansion"

followed by a "steady-state" zone. However, Flemings and Nereo failed to consider a

zone of "collapse" which begins at the base of the first dendrites to reach the top of

the ingot.

Computer programs have been developed by Cahoon and Youdelis[53] to

provide quick and accurate methods for determine the theoretical maximum

segregation in binary-alloy systems and segregation distribution in a unidi¡ectional

solidified ingot. Figure (2.22) shows the calculated maximum segregarion in a hyper-

eutectic Al-Cu system.

Inverse segregation of AI-4.5VoCu and Sn-l57oPb atloys have also been

calculated theoretically by using this computet program and equations (2-34-l to 2-34-
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5)[54]. The observed experimental segregation data agree well with the theoretically

calculated data fo¡ a A1-47oCu ingot. However, a similar comparison for Sn-l57oPb

sample does not conform to the experimental values of inverse segregation.
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Pa¡ameters for calculating inverse segregation[54].
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Experimental values for chill-face segregation in Al(rich)-Cu system[54].
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2.4.2.3 GRAVITY SEGREGATION

When liquid or solid constituents separate because of a difference in density,

gravity segregation is said to occur. As solute is rejected during solidification, density

gradients established in the liquid, which sets up convection curents that ca¡ry the

solute toward the top or the bottom of the space in which the liquid moves.

Flemings, Nereo and Meh¡abian [49-51] have published a general solution for

macrosegregation which considers the dynamics through a volume element where the

forces acting conespond to a solid contraction, liquid conraction and gravity. ln

addition, Mehrabian et al[50] have discussed the mechanism whereby, under critical

conditions, an upward flowing liquid becomes superheated and can dissolve dendrite

branches in its path to form visible trails or "pipes" of high solute content. These trails

have been observed in experiments on Al-Cu alloys. They propose that the critical

condition for the formation of channel-type defects is when the di¡ection of the

interdendritic fluid flow vector goes from the colder to the hotter regions of the

casting. A number of experiments have been done on lead-tin alloys[49,55] to

determine the extent of macrosegregation and f¡eckle formation resulting from density

differences in the liquid. Wang et al[56] have shown that in Pb-157oSn alloys,

macrosegregation increased with increasing thermal gradients, and also decreased with

increasing cooling rates because the local solidification time increases. This results in

coarse dendrites with higher permeability, so that gravity induced convection takes

place more easily and increases the macrosegregation.
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2.5 EFFECT OF CONVECTION

Solidification process is frequently dominated by natural convection in the fluid

phase which thus controls the properties of the materials grown. The growth of the

liquid/solid interface, ie. the atom attachment with the metallic crystal, is related to

solute diffusion and convection. The solute and latent heat have to be Eansfened away

f¡om the advancing interface. This cha¡acteristic determines the boundary layer, a

stagnant zone whose thickness is controlled by solute diffusivity and convection. The

stronger the convection is, the smalier the thickness of the boundary layer. The effect

of convection on the interface is shown by the effective distribution coefficient Ç,,

given by equation(2-33). This expression can be used to describe solute redistribution

in c¡ucibles of finite extent provided only that the thickness, ¡, of the boundary layer

is small compared with the length of the crucible. In this case, a dynamic equilibrium

is anained between the bulk melt and growing solid and equations identical to

equadon(2-27), except that the equilibrium partition ration h is replaced by the

effective partition ratio k"r¡

Themo-solutal convection is weli known to be the source of various

segregation phenomena observed in castings. Experimental evidence has been obtained

on lead-3Ùwt%o thallium alloys on the convective patterns ie the melt adjacent to the

solidification frontl59]. During solidification, thermal gradients in the melt cause

density gradients that, under a gravitational field, ¡esult in a buoyancy driven

convective flow. Heat and fluid flow phenomena associated with laminar buoyancy-

induced natural convection relevant to material processing have been extensively
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studied based on the fundamentâl consewation laws of mass continuity, momentum,

energy, and species convection[60-63]. The influence of Pr number on the buoyancy-

induced, transport phenomena has been investigated through two-dimensional, steady-

state computations fo¡ flow in a square enclosu¡e at two different vertical wall

temperatures, and both with as well as without solidification [64]. It is shown rhat,

with solidification, more vigorous convection induced by higher Rayleigh number

(Ra), results in a stronger Pr influence on the maximum stream function and Nusselt

number, but not on the global enthalpy patterns. It is also found that features such as

morphology of the phase boundaries may be more sensitive to Pr variations than

momentum and heat transport.

Gravity dependent, interdendritic fluid flow has been modelled analytically and

numedcally by Mehrabian et al[65]. Simpson and Flemings[66] used this analysis to

illustrate the gravitational influence on interdendritic flow for the simple case shown in

Figu¡e (2-23). They indicated that there ¿ue two ways to reduced the flow parallel to

isotherms and, hence, reduce segregation. First, if the isotherms are more nearly

horizonøl, g, and, in turn, v,, will be reduced. Second, if the cooling rate on the

thermal gradient in the mushy zone increases, the total flux of the solute will decrease.

Now v, is independent of the thermal gradient so that increasing the thermal gradient

will reduce the width of the mushy zone and, thus, the total flow parallel to the

isothe¡ms. lncreasing the cooling rate will reduce the time available for solute flow to

occur and, hence, reduce the segregation. Maples and Poivier[67] described a model of

a binary alloy solidifying horizontally by analyzing the Eansients of the solidliquid
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zone. The effect of the gravity force on the solid/liquid zone of an Al-4.5wt7oCu alloy

is given in Figures(2-24) and (2-25). With zero gravity, the flow of the interdendritic

liquid was due solely to solidification shrinkage and the flow was normal to the

isotherms. Soiidification shrinkage and macrosegregation were investigated in Al-

4.5wt7oCu alloy ingots solidified unidi¡ectional upwards from the bottom [30,31]. It

was shown that, when the top of the ingot reached a pasty state in the course of the

solidification, a capillary pressue appeared at the top and made the interdendriric

Iiquid flow very difficult. The macrosegregation in the ingots was insignificant

because the soüdification shrinkage was compensated mostly by the deformation of the

ingots rather than by the interdend¡itic liquid flow.

Macroscopic natu¡al convective effects in directional dendritic solidification of

Al-Cu alloys were studied experimentally as a function of density gradient orientation

relative to the gravity vector in an interdendritic and bulk liquid[48]. It was found that

the shucture of the natural convective flow and its coupling with the bulk liquid

essentially depended on the orientation of the density gradient in the interdendritic

liquid. Different types of macrosegregation conespond to different convective modes.

A scaling analysis was also performed to give a generai criterion of the Íansition from

diffusive to convective transport conditions. A dimensionless parameter f was defined

by I.=V'IR, in which V. is the interdend¡itic flow velocity and R is the solidification

rate. Parameter, I-, gives a measure of the fust order effect of interdendritic flow on

segregation. In a vertical configuration, however, only second order effects can occur.

Such effects would be associated with a deformation of the dendritic front. Scale
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analyses have been used to establish the order-of-magnitude of force arising from

natural convection[84]. The result showed that shear fo¡ces were too small to dislodge

molecules from the crystal surface or aiter the structute by unfolding.

Further resea¡ch has been concemed with the effect of natural convective

pattems in the dend¡itic primary spacings. Primary spacing in a normal gravity

environment have been found to be much smaller than those measured in a

microgravity environment[68]. This difference demonsEates that natual convection

reduces (by a factor of about four) the primary spacings of the Al(Cu) system at the

low growth rate sn¡died. The coarsing of directionaily solidified a-phase/liquid

mixtu¡es was also investigated in Al-4,10 and 20 wt%o Cu alloys, as a function of

temperatue, composition and presence or absence of forced convection[69]. Isothermal

dendritic coarsening in the absence of convection operated in two stages. I: the

dendritic structure broke down through remelting into fragments which spheriodized

quickly; II: the spherical particles coarsened slowly. The coarsening rate of the

dendritic or particuiate solid increased with temperature and copper diiution. Ailoy

inoculation with titanium slowed coarsening, yielding finer dend¡itic microstructure. A

coarsening model was introduced which showed that coarsing is faster in the presence

of forced convection, because of the resulting decrease in the solute diffusion-

boundary layer thickness.

The influence of convection on the coarsening of secondary dendrite arm

spacing in an AlSi alloy has been studiedp6l. Under 1g and pg, there are different

kinds of convection, which all intensify the natural Eansport in the melt and which
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were subsumed undet the rules of material transport by diffusion. Only under lg

conditions did the axial and radial temperature cause therrnal convection in the melt.

Moreover, the axial composition gradient also caused gravity driven convection. It has

been assumed that these kinds of convection also had an effect in the space between

the dendrites. Figure(2-26) shows this schematically. In both 1g and ¡rg condirions,

there must also be microconvection in the area between the fust solidification front

(LSF) and second solidification front (tr.SF). This microconvection was caused by the

jumps, ÂV, in the volume during the transition from the liquid to the solid phase.

Figure(2-21) illustrates this effect schematically for different crystallization velocities

Vr". It is apparent that a higher velocity of the solidification front caused an increase

in the convection. The difference in the coarsening of dendrite arms in ¡:g can be

faced to the different convection values caused by the volume jump.
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Figvre 2.23

Situation analyzed: flat, parallel isotherms at an angle to the vertical[66].
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The effect of gravity on the velociry of inter-dendritic liquid in AL-4.5wtVc Cu

alloy[67].
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Figure 2.25

The effect of gravity force on macrosegregario n in AL-4.5wtVo Cu alloy[67].
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Situations of microconvection v^u"oo" urged by the jump of changing the volume

during phase transition üquid-solid having different velocity of
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2.6 MICROGRAVITYEXPERIMENTS

The most impoÍant effect of the elimination of gravity during alioy

solidification is the disappearance of buoyancy-driven convection and sedimentation.

Under microgravity conditions, the gravity induced thermal and compositional

convection are negligible. However, some convection may stiìl result from the surface

tension-d¡iven flow and from the pushing of the liquid by the solidifying phases at the

interface. A microgravity environment, therefore, can be a helpful tool for an

experimental investigation of the effect of a single transport mechanism on the role of

fluid mechanics in the solidification processes. Table 2.1 shows the major effect of

microgravity on material processing[70].

Table 2.1 The relationship between solidiflcation mechanism and gravity

Here, ap is the density difference, ao is the surface energy change, T is the

temperatue, C is the concentration. The ap(T,C) is the density difference resulting

GRAVITY RELATED TRANSPORTATION MECHAMSM

1) DENSITY DIFFERENCE ¿p(T;C) INDUCED BUOYANCY AND

SEDIMENTATION

2) ap(T) AND ap(C) INDUCED NATURAL COIñ/ECTION

GRAVITY INDEPENDENT TRANSPORTATION MECHAMSM

1) ¿p,." - l/aV.,." INDUCED COII/ECTION

2) ao(T) AND ¡o(C) INDUCED MARANGOM COI.IVECION



from temperature and solute concentration changes and aV,o is the volume expansion

at the melting temperature.

Some of the liquid properties also seem to be affected by a low-g

envi¡onment. It has been suggested that the wetting properties of the substrate a¡e

modified which, in turn, will change the interface cuwatwe. Also, the value of the

liquid diffusion coefficient (D) is greatly ¡educed in a low-g environment[71].

Material processing in a microgravity environment is aimed at developing

commerciai materials as well as investigating basic phenomena to improve earth-based

processing. Materials research in space has dealt with glasses and ceramics, crystal

growth, electronic materials, metals and alloys, polymers, composites and biological

materials[87]. Several microgravity studies on immiscible alloy systems such as Au-

Ge, Pb-Zn, Al-Pb, Al-Bi, Pb-Sn-In and Pb--Zn-Sd have shown nearly complete phase

separation. On the other hand, fine uniform dispersions have also been produced in

microgravity in other immiscible systems such as Ga-Bi, Sb-Ag, Al-Sn-In, Cu-Pb-Al

and Cd-Ga-Al. Materials processing in space may be disturbed in space by residual

accelerations, or g-jitters, which act on the space caûier: atmospheric drag, the gravity

gradient effect, vibrations, crew activities, etc. Because of the presence of thermal

gradients (and, thus, density gradients) in the liquid phase, these residual accelerations

may give rise to convective motions. In tum, the convective flows may act on the

solute field and lead to heterogenieties of the dopant in the grown crystal. Thevenard

and Hadid[72] predicted the possible influence of g-jitters convection in an ideal

crystal growth configuration. The maximum velocity, the velocity profiles and phase
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shifts have been analyzed. Better understanding on fluid motion has been obtained to

expiain the observed results.

Di¡ectional solidification under microgravity has been used to study various

basic phenomena and processing methods in a numbe¡ of different systems, Macro-and

micro-segregation during solidification of binary alloys (Pb-Sn) and cast i¡ons have

been studied to verify dendritic models and the role of gravity-driven phenomena such

as convection and sedimentation. The behaviour of dispersions and bubbles interacting

with solidification fronts has also been investigated in model systems such as

naphthalene with nitrogen or argon, little or no bubble movement has been observed.

Seve¡al isothermal processing experiments have also been performed to study crystal

growth and morphology during solidification, diffusion in liquids, and wetting

behaviour [68,73,76,77 ,791. However, cunent theories of fluid motion are inadequate

to explain the observed results.
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2-7 Proposed Research

Dend¡itic growth in metals and alloys is a corunon mechanism of

cryst¿llization from the melt. The review presented here shows that macro and micro-

segregation is a result of dendritic solidification. Solutal convection is well known to

be the source of various segregation phenomena observed in castings. Analytical and

experimenøl work has been done on the effect of low gravity on macrosegregation as

well as on dendrite arm spacings for hypoeutectic AI-Cu alloys, Not much work,

however, has involved the hypereutectic Al-Cu region.

In this work, two apparatae (see Figure 3.1 and 3.4) were designed and built in

order to accormodate the microgravity experiment. The apparatus used in series A was

able to solidify the sample in a few seconds to minimize diffusion in the solid and to

accomodate the undi¡ectional solidification in KC-135 flight. The apparatus used in

series C, the three zone gradient-freeze QUESTS furnace, provide slower cooling rates

in three zones. Solidification experiments in series C were conducted on the ground as

well as in space shuttle. A slow solidification rate results in reasonably flat

solidliquid interface where steady state solidification can be achieved.

The mo¡phology, micro- and macro-sfucture, as well as macrosegregation

phenomenon we¡e studied for the case of solidification parailel or perpendicular to the

direction of gravity on ground. Comparisons a¡e made with the samples solidified in

microgravity envi¡onment. An attempt has been made to review the mechanism of the

phenomenas. Such research can lead to a better understanding of the effect of gravity-

induced convection and sedimentation on solidification of hyper-eutectic Al-Cu alloys



can be achieved.
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CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES & PROCEDURE

3-1 PREPARATION OF THE ALLOYS

Experimental alloys were prepared from a master alloy Cu-47 VoAl by adding

the appropriate amount of Al or Cu. The purity of the alloying elements was Al-

99.99Vo and Cu-99.99Vo. All the alloys were prepared by melting the alloy in an

induction fumace and casting the alloy in a metallic mould. The high frequency

induction process used to make the alloys ensured chernical homogenity of the alloys.

However, a smali loss of Al occu¡ed due to oxidation. An addition of Al was needed

in order to get the right compositional. The alloys prepared for present study are listed

in Table 3- 1.

Table 3-l The composition of alloys used in present study.

Series Composition Size(mm) Method

A ( 1e) Al-38Cu,Al-50Cu 28 hei.;l5.9dia. chill

B (1e) Al-41Cu,41-47Cu 28 hei.; l5.9dia. chill

C (1g) Al-36Cu,Al-38CU,Al-40Cu 80hei.;6dia. gradient

KC-135 lOs) Al-36Cu. Al-41Ct:. 5hei.:6dia. chill



3.2 TEST SPECIMENS AND APPARATUS USED

Unidi¡ectional solidification experiments were carried out in vertical fumaces.

In order to separate the effects of diffusion and gravity in molten alloys, three sets of

experiments were performed.

In the first series of experiments(series A), unidirectional ingots were solidified

on ground in the apparatus designed for microgravity experiments aboard the KC-135.

Cylindrical specimens of 28 mm height and 15.9 mm diameter were ptepared from the

three compositions Al-357oCu, Al-387o Ca and AI-507oCu ingots. The apparatus'

assembly was designed fo¡ both ground-based as well as microgravity-based

experimental work[54]. The system essentially consists of a c¡ucible assembly

enclosed in a stainless steel housing as indicated in Figure (3-1). The housing is

suspended in a fumace and a chill block is located 2.5 cm f¡om the end of the furnace.

The melt is enclosed completeiy in a graphite crucible as seen in Figure (3-2). The

crucible has a very thin 0.5 mm bottom. One end is in contact with the thin graphite

base whereas the other end of the meit is in contact with the moving graphite plug

which applies a slight pressure from the graphite wool (due to its spring action). Two

thermocouples are inserted at various heights in the graphite crucible to record the

temperature of the melt. The graphite crucible is held in place against the bottom of

the stainless steel housing by using a ceramic cap and a rod under the spring load

mechanism located on top of the cap. The aluminium chill block assembly \¡/as

mounted with the furnace (standard resistance wi¡e with a temperature controller)

which has sealing caps at the bottom opening. A thin, 0.35 mm layer of solder sheet
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(Pb-50Sn) was fastened on top of the chill block. The solder sheet essenrially provides

chilling as well as an excellent contact between the crucible assembly and the

aluminium block. Consequently a solidification front will move against gravity[44].

In order to decrease the cooling rate, AI-41.07oCu samples were also melted in

the same furnace but solidified by means of air cooling as well as fumace cooling

without direct chill f¡om the bottom chiil block. The temperature gradients in the

liquid were measu¡ed during the growth by using three thermocouple located at

different heights.

Similar tests we¡e done on special flighs (KC-135) at Houston by using very

small sample of 6mm diameter and 5mm length[54]. The top and front view of the

test equipment and the crucible assembly are shown in Figure (3-3) and (3-4). The

samples were placed inside a graphite crucible in the stainless steel container. The

same system of carbon block and graphite wool was used to prevent the melt from

floating away from the crucible during zero gravity and also to apply pressure to the

fluid melt and attain a good contact with the chill block during soìidification.

Approximately 20 seconds of zero gravity following by 20 seconds of 1.8 gravity were

available during each cycle of KC-135 flight. Two set of samples were directionally

solidified in low and high gravity periods.

In the second series of experiments(series B), two compositions, Al-4l.07oCu

and, Al-46.57oCu ingots, we¡e remelted in crucibles. The molten alloy was mixed

mechanically by pouring the melt back and forth between the crucibles a total of six

times. lmmediaæly prior to pouring, the alloy melts were degassed by bubbling a dry
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argon through them for one minute. After degassing, the melt (at 7000C) was poured

into a preheated graphite crucible (also at 7000C ) situated on a steel baseplate.

Unidirectional solidification was accomplished by impinging water on the base-plate.

A typical mould and chilling anangement used for unidirectional solidification (series

B) is shown in Figure (3-5). Before casting, the fumace was turned on and heated

between 6800C to 7000C with the graphite crucible inside. When the crucible reachecl

the desi¡ed temperature, it was filled with the alloy melt. Water coolant was turned on

and the ingot solidified. With the top of the furnace insulated, heat removal (for

solidification) happened through the bottom surface which results in a fully columnar

structure.

In the thi¡d series of experiments (series C), the (28VDC) three zone gradient-

freeze QUESTS furnace was used. The integrated GAS payload was designed by

Queen's University and Bristol Aerospace to accommodate the gradient-freeze furnace

and to carry out microgravity materials processing experiments[88]. This fu¡nace can

provide various cooling rates i¡ different zones. A cross sectional view of the gradient

furnace is shown in Figure (3-6). The gradient furnace has tfuee individual Ni-Chrorne

windings along a ceramic winding former. To allow control of each of the windings, a

thermocouple is located next to each winding on the inside of the former. To

maximize the temperature gradienß, the samplè housings can be screwed directly into

the heat sink as shown in Figure (3-7). The three-zone fu¡nace was wi¡ed to three

Omega programmable temperature controllers: Cn-2010 series. The purpose of these

controllers is to raise, hold and lower the temperattrre in each of the zones. Each
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controller runs on 120 VAC. The total amperage of the cuûent drawn by the furnace

is displayed in the ampere meter. In order to conduct ground based experiments with

proper temperature recordings from the sample, a data acquisition system has been

acquired and is being set up. The system includes a multifunction I/O board, analog

input module and a type K, linealized thermocouple module. A Powerland 386 DX-40

computer, with monitor and printer, has also been acquired to store and display the

data. Prelliminary experiments were performed to optimize the system.

Alloys at compositions of 36, 38 and 40 wtVo Cu were prepared and been

charged into the graphite ampoule in the QUESTS sample housing of 6mm diameter

and 89mm length. Unidirectional solidification of hyper-eutectic Al-Cu alloys was

carried out on the ground both vertically and horizontally. The microgravity

experiment was performed aboa¡d the space shuttle Endeavour under controlled

cooling rates and temperature gradiens on Al-36Cu alloy. The cooling data was

¡ecorded automatically by the payload and displayed on the computer.
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3-3 MACRO-.AND MICROSTRUCTURAL EXAMINATIONS

The specimens were sectioned longitudinally and transversely to provide

examinations of the structue. All the samples were mounted in a resin, ground on 600

grade SiC paper, followed by an intermediate polishing with a diamond pasta of 6pm,

lpm and a final polishing with a slurry of water and colloidal silica of less than

0.05pm. Samples were etched finally by immersing them for 10 to 15 seconds in a

diluted (l to 1) Keller's reagent (950 ml HrO + 35 rnl HCI + 15 ml HF ), and dried

by rinsing with ethanol.

The macrosEuctue was examined directly by eye as well as under a MKON optical

microscope. The mic¡ostructu¡al examinations of the samples were performed under a

MKON optical microscope as weil as in a JEOL IXA-840 scanning elecÍon

microscope.

3.4 MACROSEGREGATIONANALYSIS

Macrosegregation of a solute element (Cu weight percentage) was determined

as a function of the distance from the chill face or solidification bottom by using the

EDS technique in a JEOL IXA-840 scanning microanalysis. Longitudinal cross

sections of all of the samples were polished (without etching) and subjected to an EDS

analysis by exposing an appropriate area according to the sample size on the disc. All

the analyses were performed at 15KV with a constant probe current of 600P4. A

machine dead time of approximately 25Vo and the acquisition time was 120 seconds

were maintained. Each area was analyzed three times and the results were averaged.



The accuracy of the measu¡ement is given by the difference between the largest and

the lowest value for a given area,

3.5 MEASUREMENT OF SPACINGS

In the case of the solidification of a dendritic aray, the main geometrical

characteristic is the primary interdendritic spacing 1,. For series A and B samples, the

primary spacings were measu¡ed directly from the iongitudinal sections of the samples

by using a JEOL JXA-840, scanning electron microscope. Measurements were

obtained by counting the number of the aligned primary 0 phase intersected with the

perpendicular 1Omm line at locations 4mm, l2mm, 14mm from the chill. For each

sample, the primary spacings are measu¡ed in the central part of the dendritic portion,

all the aligned primary 0 phases were included in the counting and the results were

averaged.

For series C sample, the primary spacings have been measured by hand as well

as on an Image Analyzer, by determining the number of primary dendritic atms N

within a surface A of a Eansverse section. Four fansverse sections at locations 23mm,

26mm, 47 mm and 50mm from the solidification beginning have been prepared. The

primary spacing 1,, is defined by

Àr=B(A/19'/2 (3-t)

where B is a constant which depends on the geometry of the network (B equals l,
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1.075 and 0.5 for a square, hexagonal and random array, respectively). For

hypereutectic Al-Cu samples, square network is generally observed, B is taken as l.

only grains where the axis of primary arrns are near to the solidification di¡ection a¡e

considered.

The accuracy of the measurement is given by reporting the lowest and rhe

largest À, value for a given micrography, which depends on the particular morphology

encountered. The more uniform size and distribution of the primary dendrite Eunks

are, tìe more acctllate the ¡esult will be.

Image anaiysis is used in order to identify of reconstruct convex elements

corresponding to primary dendritic trunks. Figure (4-10) shows the microstructure of

the transverse section of the sample. Little dendrites nucleated during the solidification

can be noticed. The true primary dendrite trunks are those with perimeters larger than

0. i5mm. Automatic cutting by morphological openings is needed to reconstitute

separated primary trunks. The primary trunks at the edge of the mask have to be

counted as a partialiy primary whose size depends on the ratio of the area inside the

mask to the total size of the t¡unk. Primary spacings measured in this way at the

locations lower than 48mm from the solidification bottom are in good agreement with

these measu¡ed from the longitudinal section of the sample. For the top part of the

sample, the primary runks a¡e much smaller than the one close to the bottom. The

true primary trunks are these with perimeters larger than 0.l0mm. Automatic cutting

has also performed to reconstitute separate primary Funks,

The lamellar spacing of eutectic Al-AlrCu is also measured by Image Analyzer.
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The measurement was carried out by use 50 lines cut through the sample horizontally,

vertically as well as at 450 and at 1350 across the section. The intersect spacings have

been measured by thinning of grain boundaries. The lamellar spacing is taken as the

sum of the intersect spacings for two phases. The accuracy of the measurement is

given by the lowest and the largest \" value for a given section of the sample.

Measurement for volume f¡action of 0 phase has also been carried out on

Image Analyzer. The area of the 0 phase as well as the total mask area were

measured and the ratio of which has been taken as volume f¡action of 0 phase. The

accwacy of the measu¡ement is given by reporting the lowest and the largest V. value

for a given section of the sample.

3-6 MICROGRAVITYSAMPLES

In this research, the same equipment as series A has been ca¡ried on the NASA

KC-l35 flight. Each low-g manoeuvre gives from 20 to 30 seconds of l0'2g, and up to

1.5 minutes of pullout and climb up to 1.8g. The very small sample with 6 mm

diamete¡ and 5 mm length of Al-387oCu, A1-43VoCu and Al-48,OZoCu has been used.

The top and front view of the test equipment and the crucible assembly are

shown in Figures (3-6) and (3-7). The samples were placed inside a graphite crucible

in the stainless steel container. The same system of carbon block and graphite wool

was used to prevent the melt from floating away from the crucible during zone gravity

and also to apply pressrfe to the fluid melt and attain a good contact with the chi

block during solidification.
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Approximately 20 seconds of zero gravity followed by 40 seconds of 1.8

gravity were available during each cycle of a KC-135 flight. Two sets of samples were

solidified directionally in zero and two gravity periods.

Longitudinal and hansverse sections of ingots were cut out and prepared for

microstructure examination as well as mactosegregation analyses. Starting from the

chill face and proceeding to the other end, an area of 5 mm X 0.5 mm was exposed

on a disc using a EDS technique. The other conditions for the analysis were the same

as the ones used for the large ground-based samples. Primary 0 phase spacings were

also counted from the longitudinal sections of the sample.

Inorder to perform slow solidification in microgravity environment, the

QUESTS gradient freeze fu¡nace has been carried on flight shuttle STS-47 Endeavor

to perform the unidirectionai solidification in microgravity environment. Alloy of Al-

387oCu was used. The experimental set up is the same as the one used on ground in

series C experiment. Longitudinal sections of the samples were sectioned and polished

for microstructure and macrosegregation analyses. Primary arm spacing were measured

from the transverse sections of the sample.
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 COOLING CHARACTERISTIC

The temperatues of the melt in series A of experiments were measured

during soiidification by using rwo thermocouples located at heights of 7 mm and 13

mm from the chill face in the graphite crucible. Cooling curves of the ingots are

shown in Figures(4-l) (a) and (4-2) (b) fo¡ the A1-38VoCu and A1-50ZoCu samples. All

the ingots were superheated to 7000C and cooling occurred with a nearly steady state

in the melt. The cooling rate near the chitl face was found to be higher than thar near

the top. Table(4-l) lisrs the average cooling rates, temperature gradients and growth

velocities which were calculated f¡om the cooling curves for the fwo samples. The

total solidification time was a¡ound 60 seconds.

The thermal data for series B was obtained by using the experimental

procedure of Kato and Cahoon[47]. It is shown in Table(4-2).

The temperature recording from series C, which employed the three zone

gradient-freeze QUESTS furnace, is shown in Figure(4-2). The average cooling rates,

temperature gradients and growth velocities, which we¡e calculated f¡om the recorded

cooling curve, are listed in Table(4-3). The total solidification time was 72 minutes for

faste¡ solidification(R -1.5 X lO''? mm/s) and 110 minutes for the rest samples(R -7.4

X 10'3 mm/s).



Table 4-l Cooling Characteristics of Series A Samples

Table 4-2 Cooling Characteristics of Series B Samples [47]

Sample Average Cooling

Rate

Ils (ôT/ôÐ

Average

Temp. Gradient

G, IVmm(ôT/ôX)

Average

Grow. Velocity

R, mm/s

Al-50VoCu 0.s0 3.6 0.14

Al-387oCt: 0.98 2.2 0.33

Distance from

chi_ll

Cool. Rate at

Liqui. Temp.

(lVs)

Tem. G¡ad. at

Liqui.

(Ilmm¡

Solid. Rate

(nnt/s)

Local

Solid.Time

(Ð

10 8.35 3.75 1.00 53

35 t.42 1.40 0.59 TM

ot



Table 4-3 Cooling Characteristics of Series C Samples

(The average data was taken as an average over the 4 points on the cooling curve as

seen in Figure 4-2. H and v indicate horizontal and vertical solidification, respecrively.

S represent space sample.)

Sample Average Cooling

Rate

K /s(ôT/ôÐ

Average Temp.

Gradient

G,K/mm (õT/ðX)

Average Growth

Velociry

R, mm/s

Al-38Cu V Top:

Middle:

Bottom:

0.061

0.053

0.044

3.1

3.2

0.0i9

0.013

Al-36Cu V

Al-40Cu H

Al-38Cu S

Top:

Middle:

Bottom:

0.037

0.038

0.037

5.1

5.0

0.0077

0.0075
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Cooling cu¡ves for series A samples.

(a) Al-38Cu

(b) Al-50Cu
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4.2 MACROSTRUCTURE OF THE SPECIMENS

Longitudinat sections of the samples were examined to review the

unidirectional solidification. The development of the Alrcu primaries was observed

from the very beginning of solidificarion along the growth direction in the longitudinal

section. Figure (4-3) illusrrates the longitudinal section of eight alloys from rhree

series of experiments. The mic¡ostructure examination of hypereutectic Al-cu alloys

showed primary particles of 0 phase in a eutectic matrix. Most of the 0 phase has been

aligned in a certain direction caused by the unidi¡ectional solidification process, in

which the di¡ection of the thermal gradient is controlled and normally parallel to the

growth direction of the growing phase.

It is obvious that the ptimary 0 phase is bigger and bener aligned in the ingot

f¡om the three zone gradient-freeze QUESTS fumace (series C). Because both the

cooling rate and thermal gradient can be conEolled closely, the eUESTS th¡ee zone

furnace also produced a planar isothe¡m at the position of the interface. Therefore, the

QUESTS furnace provides a betrer potential for a unidirectional solidification

experiment.

Compare Figure(4-3) (e) with (f), significanr difference has been observed ar

the top of the samples. In the space sample primary 0 phase present along the whole

length of the ingot. However, in the ground based sample, only eutectic occurs at the

top. No 0 phase has been observed at the solidification top. This phenomenon is due

to gravity caused sedimentation, as we will discuss later[4-3].
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Figure 4.3

Longitudinal cross section of ingos.

(a) AL-38Cu (series A 1)

(b) Al-50Cu (series A 1)

(c) Al-4lCu (series B 1)

(d) Al-47Cu (series B 1)

* 1 indicates the solidification di¡ection
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Figure 4.3 continued

(e) Al-38Cu QLIESTS on ground (1) sample(52X).
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Figure 4.3 continued

(f) AL-36Cu QUESTS on ground f) sample(52x).
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Figure 4.3 continued

(g) Al-4OCu QUESTS on ground (<-) sample(52X).
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Figure 4.3 continued

(h) Al-38Cu QUESTS space sample(S2X).
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4-3 MICROSTRUCTURE OF HYPEREUTECTIC AL-CU

ALLOYS

over the composition range studied, the microstructure of the hypereutectic Al-

cu alloys consisted of primary 0 phase (Alrcu) and a lamella¡ eurecric of Al-Alrcu as

shown in Figure (4-4). All the pictures were taken in a scanning electron microscope

by using backscattered electron signals. An irregular eutectic growth has been noticed

because the growth direction of the faceted phase is determined by specific atomic

orientations and is not necessarily parallel to the heat flux. It was clear, from

Figures(4-5) through (4-9), thar, as the solidification progressed along the length of the

samples, the primaries gradually developed directionality. The preferential growth

direction of the AlrCu crystal was determined by growing a single crystal of AlrCu

from its own melt, without using a seed[7]. The single crystal grew in the [001]

crystallographic orientation.

The morphology of the AlrCu primaries showed a gradual transition from non-

faceted to faceted crystals with increasing Cu concenEate in the melt. From the

samples of series A, at 35Vo Cu composition, solidification started with the formation

of AlrCu dendrites. Some of the AlrCu phase was disconnected from each other and

became round or slightiy faceted particles aligned along the growth di¡ection. As the

solidification progressed further, the primaries became coarser but still grew in a

dendritic manner. Figure(4-5) shows the dend¡itic growrh morphology of the primaries

along the solidification di¡ection in an alloy of 3SVoCu.

In the alloy of 3\VoCu grown from a fully liquid state, solidification began with
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the AlrCu dendrites, as shown in Figure(4-6). The appearance of AlrCu at the chilt has

no side branches. As the solidification progressed further, the rounded AlrCu trunk

gradually developed discrete facets as indicated in Figure(4-6) (a).

As the Cu concentration of the melt approached 50Vo Cu, the tendency of the

primaries to form facets increased too. Solidification started with heavily faceted

primaries which adopted a rectangular prismatic shape as seen in Figure(4-7) (b). The

tendency for faceting was found to decrease as the solidification progressed further.

An elongated chunky primary AlrCu phase was noticed without dendritic arrns .

From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the faceting tendency of

AlrCu primaries increases with increasing Cu content of the initial alloy composition.

The effect of the solute concenÍation in the variation of atomic roughness and

solidÂiquid interfacial energy was studied by Camel[80]. Camel suggested rhat the

faceting tendency inc¡eased if the A-B inte¡action is repulsive and reduced for an

attractive interaction in systems with negative or zero adsorption of the B component.

Since AlrCu forms an intermetallic compound, the interaction between Al and Cu

atoms is attractive and yet faceting occurs.

For a 38Vo Cu composition alloy (series A), the initially solidified parr of a

sample consisted of rounded primaries which gradualiy became fully faceted further

along the sample as freezing progressed. (see Figure 4-6). Moreover, the size of the

primaries was much smalier at the chiil. The relatively fine microstructure of the

primaries, which was formed at the very beginning, was due to nucleation f¡om an

undercooled melt. Undercooling caused the primaries to nucleate with a randorn
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orientation.

In terms of the effect of the cooling rare, the 38ZoCu sample was solidified at

1.00mm/s in the series B experiment. The Alrcu primaries developed a fully dendritic

structt]Ie at the beginning of solidification and became partially faceted at the top

(Figure 4-8). It is clear from Figure(4-6), rhat the same alloy becomes parrially

rounded at the bottom and fully faceted at the top when solidified at 0.33mm/s. The

40Vo Cl samples were also solidified by air cooling and furnace cooling, respectively.

A greater tendency of faceting AlrCu primaries was observed with an decreasing

cooling rate. Figure(4-9) shows that in an air cooled sample, faceted AlrCu primary

with developed side branches at the comers a¡e observed. while in the furnace coolecl

sample, the 0 phase is fully faceted with eiongated chunky structure .

Faceted morphologies occurred in high-entropy phases and they were a

consequence of anisotropic growth. The solid/liquid interface of a high-entropy phase

was smooth at the atomic scale. In dend¡itic growth, both the interface kinetics and

surface tension were assumed to be isotropic and thei¡ conEibution to shape stability

was considered insignificant[7]. While dendrite growrh \ as mainly a diffusion-

controlled process, in which heat and solute diffusion were predominant, a large

kinetic barrier was associated with the attachment of atoms f¡om the liquid to the solid

growth. As result, the growth became restricted to lateral movement steps. A faceted

morphology was a manifestation, therefore, of slowly growing planes. Undercooling

associated with the movement of the interface might affect the lateral growth

behaviou¡, by favouring the random deposition of atoms on the transition from a
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smooth to a rough intedace. As in the case of series B experiments where the growth

rate was increased deliberately, side b¡anches developed readily as shown in Figure (4-

8). The difference between the morphology of the primaries, observed in the two

diffe¡ent solidification modes, indicated rhat the growth rate associared with large

undercooling decreased the shape stability of the Al2Cu primaries. The growth of

Alrcu primaries is diffusion-controlled and, therefore, the instability of the interface is

promoted by the dilution of the melt.

The solidification of hypereutectic Al-Cu alloys were also carried out under

microgravity, where the gravity induced convection is eliminated. Figure(4-17) (a) and

(b) shows the microstructure of Al-36cu samples aboard KC-135 flight and solidifiecl

under 0G and 1.8G respectively. The dendritic structue with developed side a¡ms of

primary 0 phase was observed in microgravity sample(Fig. 4-17a), whereas the

rounded primary particles with smoother su¡face were observed in 1.8G sample(Fig.4-

t7b).

In series C experiment, hypereutectic Al-Cu alloys were slowly solidified under

conrolled cooling conditions. Diffusion and convection played an important role in the

solidification process. compare the space sample with those obtained under tenestrial

conditions, it is observed that the morphology of the primary 0 phase was strongly

influenced by lack of convection. Larger, tree-like primary dendrites of 0 phase were

present in the space sample, whereas smaller particles with discrete facets were

observed in the ground based sample (Figure 4-10). Also, the 0 phase particles in the

ground based sample have smoother surfaces comp¿re with the dendrite arms in space



sample. It is concluded[5-2] that the presence of convective mixing in the ground

based sampie promoted the faceted 0 phase morphology and retarded the dendritic

growth. The physically moving of the nucieation sites due to the natural convection

may provide more nuclei for the growth of more 0 phase. Therefore, the ground based

sample will exhibit more but smaller and smoother 0 phase particles than the space

sample.
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Figure 4.4

Microstrucrure of hypereutectic Al-Cu alloys at different compositions (Longitudinal

sections 600X).

(a) Al-35Cu(se¡ies A)

(b) Al-38Cu(series A)
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Figure 4.4 continued

(c) Al-50Cu(series A)
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Figure 4.5

Longitudinal picnues showing the dendritic growth morphology of the Al"Cu primarl,

phase along the soiidification di¡ection in an alloy of 357oCu (series A).

(a) at the top

(b) at the chill

bt
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Figure 4.6

Longitudinal pictües showing the rounded primaries and less developed primary

dendrites at the chill becoming fuliy faceted at the top of A1-38Cu (series A).

(a) at the top

(b) at the chill



^ta.

Figure 4.7

longitudinal pictures of Al-50Cu showing the faceted morphology of Al.Cu phase in

the beginning of solidification and elongated grain structure as solidification

progressed funher (series A).

(a) at the top

(b) at the chill
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Figure 4.8

Longitudinal pictures showing AlrCu primary phase undergoing a Íansition from a

dendritic to a faceted gro\ryth morphology along the length of the A1-38Cu sample

(series B).

(a) at the top

(b) at the chill
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Figure 4.9

Transverse sections at the centre of samples show faceted morphology of Alrcu phase

in the ai¡ cooled sample and in the fumace cooled sample of Al-40cu(series A).

(a) air-cooled sample

(b) fu¡nace-cooled sample
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Figure 4.10

Transverse sections of QUESTS samples(series C).

(a) Al-37Cu on ground(î)

x 1 indicates the solidification di¡ection.
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Figure 4.10 continued

(b) Al-38Cu space sample



4.4 INTER.PARTICLE AND DENDRITIC SPACINGS

The average primary arm spacings between growing 0 phases, measured from

the longitudinal sections of two series (A and B) samples, a¡e summarized in Table (4-

4 a). A comparison berween the two (Al-5OZoCu and Al-38ZoCu, series A) samples as

well as the two (Al-46VoOt and Al-4lVoCt, series B) samples showed thar rhe primary

0 phase spacings decreased as the Cu content increased. Again, by comparing the Al-

 lVoCa chilled sample (series B) with the Al- lVoCu ai¡cooled sample and the fumace

cooled sample, it is concluded that the primary 0 phase spacings decreased as the

cooling rate increased.

The primary spacings of the (QLIESTS, series C) ground based sample, were

measured using an Image Analyzer from the micrograph of Fansverse sections. The

result of primary spacings measured at the different locations of the transverse sections

of the samples are summarized in Table(4-4 b). It is clear that for each sample the

primary spacings remain almost constânt along the length of the samples. Comparison

between the ground based samples(i,2) and space sample(3), it has shown that the

primary 0 phase spacing in space is 4 times that of the 0 phase particles spacing on

ground. However, that the secondary arm spacing in space sample has comparable size

as the primary ê phase particles spacing in ground sample.

The lamellar spacings of the Al-AlrCu eutectic was also measu¡ed from the

Image Analyzer. The spacings between the eutectic fault lines were measured from the

Eansverse sections by counting the number of fault lines intersected with the 200pm

line parallel to the eutectic lamella¡. The result is summarized in Table(4-4 b). It is



clear from the measutements that the lamellar spacings of eutectic and the spacings

between fault lines also remain constant along the length of the solidified samples and

they are in the same range of order between the space sample and ground based

samples.

The inter e-phase eutectic had similar lamellar spacings for both the ground

based and space samples, since both the 0 phase and c, phase lamellae of the eutectic

solidify simultaneously.

The primary arm spacing, À,, is described by the empirical relation:

Àr = K G-'Rb (4- 1)

where G is the temperature gradient, R is the growth rate and K is a constant. Both a

and b in reiation(4- I ) are close to 1/2.

In the series C experiment, the cooling rate was closely controlled by the three

zone gradient fumace. After solidification was initiated, both G and R should be fairly

constant along the ingot. Primary spacings, which a¡e determined by C and R, should

also remain const¿nt. On the other hand, the difference in spacings between the space

and the ground based samples clearly demonstrates that natural convection reduces À.

Camel et al[68] concluded that the departure of À from theoretical diffusive laws is

correlated to the convective parameter I- (ratio of the interdendritic flow rate to

solidification rate). This deparnrre was found to occur when I- becomes of order l. In

convective Eansport conditions, the primary spacing adjusts itself, so that the
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interdend¡itic flow rate, driven by the solutal convection, remains of order of the

solidification rate. In the convective regime the primary spacing increases as Rr/2 and

thus goes through a maximum vs R at the convecto-diffusive transition. They observed

a factor of 5 between the 0 phase particle spacings in space and ground based

specimens.

From this experiment, it is observed from Figure(4-10) that the microstructure

of primary 0 phase is sEongiy influenced by convection. The viscous stress due to

natural convection disturb the atoms incorporate into the crystals and ¡eta¡ded the 0

phase growth. Furthermore, the physically moving of the nucleation sites due to the

natural convection provide more nuclei for he growth of more 0 phase particles.

Therefore, it is reasonable that the ground based sample will exhibit more but smaller

0 phase particles thân the space sample and thus have a smaller inter-particle spacing.

The lamella¡ spacing of the eutectic, \", is determined by a compromise

between two opposing factors:

. solute diffusion, which tends to reduce the spacing

. swface energy (interface cuwatue), which tends to increase the spacing.

The À"" and the growth undercooling, aT, are given by[6]

À"u=ÕKr/Rr¿

¿T = [(O + I/6) Kr RUz ] /2

and

(4-2)

(4-3)
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where Kr and Iq are constants related to the material properties. The Õ is a regularity

constant whose value is close to unity for a regular eutectic. Now \" depends on the

solidification rate and not directly on the cooling rate. The cooling rate is the product

of the solidification rate and the thermal gradient. In the series C experiment, as

described earlier, the cooling rate remained constant. After the initiation of

solidification, a steady state growth developed. Both the solidification rate as well as

the thermal gradient remained constant through the whole ingot which will cause the

lamellar spacing of the eutectic to remain constant along the length of the sample.

The similar inter O-phase eutectic lamellar spacings fo¡ both the ground based

and space samples are determined by the solute diffusion. Since both the 0 phase and

ø phase lameliae of the eutectic solidify simuløneously, the effect of convective

mixing (or lack of it) on the eutectic structttre is expected to be small since the

lamellae spacing is contolled primarily by the rate of diffusion in the liquid which

should not be influenced by the magnitude of gravity.
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Table 4-4 (a) Primary Arm Spacings (À,) between 0 phase

Sample Distance from Chill
(nun)

Prim. Arm Spacings
(pm)

Al-s0Cu (A) 4
t2
t4

Aver.

-17 t
58r
66r
67t

Al-38Cu (A) 4
t2
14

Aver.

97!
99r

1111
102 !

Al-46Cu (B) 4
T2

14

Ave¡.

56r
69!
54t
59r

A1-41Cu (B) 4
t2
t4

Aver.

115 r
ll0 I
85 l

103 È

A1-41Cu
(Ai¡ cooled)

Average 126!1

Al-41Cu
(Fumace cooled)

Average 136r1



TabIe 4-4 (b) Measurement of Spacings for QUESTS Samples
(1) Al-38Cu 1 G, vertically solidified sample

(2) Al-40Cu 1 G, horizontally solidified sample

(3) Al-36Cu QUESTS space sample

Dist. from
Bottom
(rn¡n)

Primary
Spacings of 0

phase 1,,

(pm)

Lamella¡
Spacings of
Eutec. À""

(pm)

Spacings of
Eutec. Fault
lines À,

(pm)

22 170r6 4.4 t 0.5

z5 166 x1 4.8 t 0.2 14.2!0.6

48 175J8 5.8 r 0.4 19.0f0.6

50 t'74 t 5 5.7 J 0.8

Dist. from
Bottom
(nun)

Primary
Spacings of 0

phase À,
(pm)

Lamellar
Spacings of
Eutec. ¡,""

(pm)

20 170 16 5.5

40 t58r5 4.t

5'7 I'76 t'7 5.0

Dist. from
Bottom
(rn¡n)

Primary
Spacings of 0

phase À,
(um)

Lamella¡
Spacings of
Eutec. À""

(pm)

Secondary
Spacings lo

(pm)

Spacings of
Eutec. Fault

lines À,
(um)

20 690 r 14 6.4 t 0.2 190 r 14 25 x 0.6

40 640 t 14 4.8 x 0.2 250 t 14 l8 I 0.6

58 680 + 14 4.2 ! 0.2 16 r 0.6
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4.5 MACROSEGREGATION OF THE SPECIMEN

4-5-1. MACROSEGREGATION IN SERIES A (MELT_STABILTZED

-SOLIDIFIED) SAMPLES

The macrosegregation dara shown in Table(4-5) was obtained by employing

EDS analysis for the AI-427oCu and Al-507oCu (series A) samples. The data indicates

that segregation of Cu occurred in both ingots. Figures(4-11) a¡d (4-12) illustrate the

copper contents as a function of the distance from the chill face. The solute(Cu)

concenFation is lower at the chill face and gradually increases as the sample solidified

further. This phenomenon was due to the dend¡itic growth induced inverse-segregation.

During solidification Al is rejected from the dendrite which caused a higher

concentration of Al in regions that solidifred earlie¡.

For the A1-507oCu sample, the Cu concentration was much lower at the chill

face and increased more rapidly further along the sample. This is caused by the lower

melting point of the eutectic, which will melt frst and be drained to the bottom during

the melting and stabiiizing period. The eute*ic will stay at the bottom due to a lack of

mixing. In this case, the initial composition gradient is existing due to melting.
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Table 4-5. Macrosegregation of AI-42Cu and Al-SOCu

(series A samples)

Distance from Chill

(mm)

Ctt wt%o

Al-42Cu

Cu wt%o

Al-50Cu

0 4t.4 X 0.2 48.3 ! 0.2

2 41.5 r 0.3 49.4 ! 0.3

4 41.1 * 0.1 50.3 x 0.2

6 40.9 r 0.3 50.9 + 0.1

8 41.3 ! 0.2 50.4 f 0.1

10 42.3 ! 0.1 50.9 + 0.2

t2 41.8 I 0.1 50.9 r 0.3

14 42.9 + 0.t 51.0 r 0.2

l6 429 x 0.2 51.4 r 0.1

t8 41.2 r.0.1 51.1 + 0. I

20 4t.9 t 0.2 51.3 r 0.2

22 43.4 t 0.1 51.2 t 0.2
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Distance lrom Chill (mm)

Figure 4.1 I

Macrosegregation of Al-42Cu series A sample.
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50

wtolr

49

46810 12 14 16

Distance f rom Chill (mm)

Figure 4.12

Macrosegregation of At-5OCu series A sample
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4.5.2. MACROSEGREGATION IN SERIES B (MELT.MIXED-SOLIDIT'ND)

SAMPLES

Macrosegregation data of the samples from the second series of experiments

(series B) is shown in Table(4-6). In this series, rhe melt was mixed mechanically

before solidification. Data were obtained by an EDS analysis. The Al-38ZoCu sample

was solidified in a di¡ection opposite to gravity. The resulting data i¡dicated that

segregation of Cu also occurred in this case. Figure(4-13) illusEates the Cu content as

a function of the distance from the chill face. The Cu content is fairly constant along

the length of the sample up to a distânce of 8mm from the chill. The maximum Cu

content occurs at l3mm from the chill. A sudden Cu composition drop is observed at

the top. It is noticed that there is no initial composition gradient exist in this sample,

which may due to the mechanical mixing and fast solidification process.

The different segregation ¡esults from the two sets of experiments can be

explained in terms of gravity effects, buoyancy effects and phase-change effects

(shrinkage or expansion) dùing the solidification processes. For hypereutectic Al-Cu

alloys, the fust solidified 0 phase is heavier than the liquid. Gravity will drain the

heavier phase down to the chill bottom. This will increase, in turn, the average

composition of Cu in the lower portions of the ingot above the nominal composition.

However, gravity effects are not only contribution factor to interdendritic fluid flow. In

the hypereutectic Al-Cu region, the interdendritic liquid becomes effiched in Al, up to

the eutectic composifion (33,27aCu). The density of the bulk liquid at the interface

would be lower than the e phase. Thus there is a density inversion through the solid-
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liquid region which causes the less dense liquid to rise. Consequently buoyancy effects

lead to a higher Cu content at the lower region of ingot. Phase change effects

(shrinïage or expansion) should also be taken into account because the eutectic solicl

is denser than the eutectic liquid. If the shrinkage effects dominate, the parr of rhe

ingot which solidified first is usually richer in Al and lower in Cu. In actual

solidification processes, gravity effects, buoyancy effects and phase-change effects will

act simultaneously. Buoyancy effects and gravity effects may tend to counteract

shrinkage effects. The segregation phenomena observed depends upon which effect

predominates.

As the growth rate increases, the amount of macrosegregation wili dec¡ease

from gravity and buoyancy effect . This would be expected because the amount of

time available for the flow decreases as R increases. For the A and B experiments ,

samples were quickly solidified upwards. The gravity and buoyancy effects were

depressed by fast cooling. Mostly because of phase change (shrinkage) effects, the Cu

content is lower at the chill as observed in Figure(4-13).



Table 4-6. Macrosegregation of Al-38Cu

(series B sampie)

Distance f¡om Chill

(mm)

Ct wt%o

Al-38Cu

0 37.1 t 0.2

2 37.4 + 0.1

4 37.1 r 0.1

6 3'7.4 + 0.2

8 37.7 ! 0.1

10 31.5 * 0.3

t2 38.4 ! 0.2

t4 37.9 t 0.1

16 37.7 t 0.2

t8 36.8 r 0.1



Cu

38

wt96

ðt

'll'l,l,lr
6810 12 14

Distance from Chill (mm)

I

18

Figure 4.13

Macrosegregation of AL-38Cu series B sample.
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4-s-3. MACROSEGREGATION in SERIES C (GRADIENT-FREEZE

SLO\ryLY SOLIDIFIED) SAMPLES

Di¡ectional solidification of hyper-eutectic Al-Cu alloys was canied out in the

three zone gradient-freeze QUESTS fumace. Alloys of composition of 36, 3g and 40

wt?ocu were unidi¡ectional solidified on the ground both, vertically and horizontally.

The macrosegregation data of the ground-based samples are shown in Table(4-7 a),

The microgravity experiment was also performed aboard the space shuttle

Endeavour under controlled cooling rates and temperature gradients on the Al-36Cu

alloy. After solidification, the sample was cut into 15-25mm long segments. Cross

sections were cut from the ends. The segregation data was obt¿ined from transverse

sections by the EDS analysis as shown in Table(4-7 b).

Longitudinal segregation was fi¡st examined in samples solidified vertically

upwards with different solidification rate. The results are given in scaled concentration

6 = C"/Co as a function of the sotidified fraction f. as shown in Figure(4- l4). In case

(a), the sample with Co-37.5, solidification ar higher rate(R-1.5 X 10'2 mm/s) than in

case (b), where R is 7.4X10-3 mm/s and Co is 35.5. It is observed that the segregation

in case (a) is higher (KE -1.19) than in case (b), where K, is 1.08, Clearly, that the

segregation is not reduced when solidification rate is increased, but reduced when the

nominal composition is lower. It can be concluded that the longitudinal segregation in

verticaliy solidified sample are due to the effect of gravity. For hypereutectic Al-Cu

alloys, the fust solidified 0 phase is heavier than the liquid which results in settling.

Also, during solidification the density of the bulk liquid at the interface is lower than
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0 phase. The density inversion though the solid-liquid region causes floating. The

gravity induced settling and floating result in segregation.

The longitudinal segregation of the horizontal solidification is shown in

Figure(4-15). It is noriced rhat longitudinal segregation in ho¡izontal solidification is

slightly more severe (K, -1.20) than in the case of vertical solidification(K, -1.08).

The partial mixing of the liquid during horizontal solidificarion has contributed to the

segregation.

The longitudinal segregation of the space sample measured from the cross

sections of the ingot is shown in Figure(4-16). It is clear that longitudinal segregation

is in a much smaller amplitude in microgravity environment. Lack of convection in the

microgravity environment has been the result of reduced fluid motions which allows

the larger dendrites to grow. During dendritic solidification rhe flow of the

interdendritic liquid is due solely to solidification shrinkage[67] and the flow is normal

to the isotherms. Further, when the top of the ingot reached a pasty state, a capillary

pressure appeared at the top[30,31] and made the inte¡dend¡itic liquid flow very

difficult. The macrosegregation in the ingots is insignificant because the solidification

shrinkage was compensated mostly by the deformation of the ingots rather than by the

interdendritic liquid flow.
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Table 4-7 (a). Macrosegregation of QUESTS Ground-based Samples

* 1 indicates the solidification di¡ection.

F¡action Solid. Al-37Cu 0)

cJco

Al-3scu 0)

cJco

Al-40Cu (<--)

cJc,

0-0.1 0.99 1.06 0.99

0.1-0.1 0.98 1.03 1.00

0.2-0.3 1.09 1.01 t.13

0.3-0.4 1.10 r.00 1.08

0.4-0.5 1.01 0.98 l. l3

0.5-0.6 1.02 0.95 1.09

0.6-0.7 0.9'1 1.03 l.0s

0.7-0.8 0.94 0.98 0.9'1

0.8-0.9 0.9r 0.96 0.88

0.9- 1.0 0.89 0.94 0.8s
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Table 4-7 (b). Macrosegregation of Al-38Cu QUESTS samples

Trans. Sections

(mm from bottom)

Ground-based Sample

(Ct wt.Vo)

Space Sample

(Cu wt.Vo)

20 36.1

22 40.4

25 40.7

40 35.97

48 37.9

50 36.0

5X 35.'74
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fs
Macrosegregation of QUESTS samples in scaled concentradon.

(a) Al-37Cu on ground sample(î)

(b) Al-35Cu on ground sample(î)

* 1 indicates rhe solidification di¡ection.

* The straight line indicates the trend of segregation.

t,¡

0.5 (b)
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Fi-eure 4.14 continued

(c) Al-4OCu on ground sample(ê)

* The snaight line indicates the trend of segregation.
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Comparison of macrosegregation between Al-38Cu ground-based and space samples.
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4.6 K-C 135 SAMPLES

4.6.1 MACRO AND MICROSTRUCTURE

A total of four samples of AI-36VoCu, Al-45?oCu and Al-47 VoCu werc

solidified in zero and 1.8 gravity aboard a KC-135 flight. Longitudinal secrions of rhe

samples we¡e examined for di¡ectional solidification. Figure(4-16) illustrates the

longitudinal sections of four samples at the chili.

. The microstructure of the samples were examined by using the SEM. Figure(4-

17) illustrates these structures. For the Al-367aCu sample solidified in zero gravity,

the macrosEucture at the chill is similar to the one fu¡ther f¡om chill. However, in

higher gravity (1.8 G), primary 0 phase particles are much smaller at the chill, as

shown in Figure(4- 17) (a) and (b). Also, the primary 0 phase exhibits dendritic

morphology in 0G, whereas, the smooth surfaces with less developed side branches in

1.8G. For the AL-45VoCu sample, primary 0 phase particles are faceted and bigger than

those in the Al-36VoCt¡ sample. Most 0 phase panicies are elongated along the hear

flow di¡ection. These samples ¿ue very brinle and breakage due to polishing can be

noticed. However, the microstructure at and away from chilt a¡e simijar for both 0G

and 1.8G samples.
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Figure 4. i 6

Longitudinal

(a) Al-36Cu,

(b) Al-36Cu,

sections of KC-135 samples.
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l.8G
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Figwe 4.16 continued

(c) Al-47Cu,0G

(d) Al-4sCu, 1.8G
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Figure 4.17

Microstructu¡e of KC-135 samples.

(a) Al-36Cu, 0G sample, sections at the top and the chill
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Figure 4.17 continued

(b) Al-36Cu, 1.8G sampie, sections at the top and chill
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Figure 4.17 continued

(c) Al-47Cu, 0G sample, sections at the top and the chill
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Figure 4.17 continued

(d) A1-45Cu, 1.8G sample, sections at the top and the chill



4.6.2. MACROSEGREGATION

The cooling cuwes of the KC-135 samples were obtained by using

experimental procedure as desc¡ibed in Fa¡iba[44]. Solidification starts at the cooling

¡ate of about 7.40lVs and the total solidification time was around l3 seconds.

The results of an EDS analysis on rhe rhree samples of Al-36ZoCu and Al-

477oCu solidified in zero gravity are shown in Table(4-8). The copper content as a

function of the distance from the chill a¡e illusuated in Figures(4-18) and (4-19)

respectively. Macrosegregation daø of both samples showed a fluctuation of

compositional change through out the ingot.

Gravity segregation of Cu was noticed in both of the thee samples solidified in

1.8 gravity. Figures(4-20) and (4-21) show the copper content as a function of the

distance from the chill. For AI-36VoCu sample solidified in 1.8 G, the Cu content is

slightly higher at the chill. The minimum Cu content occurred at the middle of the

sample. As in the case of the Al-457oCu sample, the Cu content was higher at the chill

and decreased more rapidly along the ingot.

From the samples analyzed, it is obvious that no severe segregation occuned at

zero gravity. However, the segregation structure in 1.8G samples are different from the

series A samples. The KC-135 samples are much smaller than the one used for series

A. The phase change (shrinkage or expansion) has a smaller effect on segregation.

Mostly because of buoyancy and gravity effects, the Cu content tends to be higher at

the bottom of the ingot and dec¡eases as the solidification progressed along the

sample.
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Table 4-8. Macrosegregation in KC Samples

Dist.from

Chil1(mm)

Ca wt%a

OG

Al-36Cu

1.8 G

Al-36Cu

OG

Al-47Cu

1.8 c

Al-45Cu

0 35.5 35.7 48.1 45.1

0.5 36.2 35.4 48.6 45.3

t.0 35;7 35.1 47.4 4s.6

1.5 35.3 35.1 48.3 M.6

2.0 35.5 ¿5? 47.9 44;7

2.5 36.4 3s.4 46.0 43.8

3.0 35.6 35.1 45.3 43.2

3.5 35.8 3s.6 47.4 4s.8

4.0 36.6 35.9 47.8 44.2
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Figure 4.18

Macrosegregation of Al-36Cu 0G, KC-135 sample
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Macrosegregation of Al-47Cu 0G, KC-135 sample
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Macrosegregation of Al-45Cu 1.8G, KC-135 sample
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4.6-3 DENDRITIC ARM SPACINGS

The primary arm spacings between growing 0 phase measured from the

longitudinal sections of Al-367oCu samples in 0 and 1.8 G a¡e summa¡ized in Table(4-

9). Measurements were canied out by counting the numbe¡ of the aligned primary 0

phase intersected with the perpendicular 10 mm line at the chill and at the other end

respectively. For Al-45VoCu and Al-4'7 VoCu samples, primary 0 phase is heavy faceted,

primary arm spacings can not be measured by this method.

It is noticed that in 0G the primary arm spacings at chill and at the orher end

are simila¡. However, at 1.8G the primaly arm spacings at chill are much smaller than

that at the top. Moreover, smaller spacing in higher gravity is noticed. More

experimental data is need to explain the observed phenomenon.

Table 4.9 Primary arm spacings of KC-135 Al-36VoCu ingot

A1-367oCu

0c chill 38.2pm+lpm

top 4S.lumtlum

1.8 G chill 18.3pmtl¡rm

top 42.0pmilpm
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4-7 Attachment Energy for Solid-liquid Interfaces of AlrCu

The attachment energy for solid-liquid inte¡faces of AirCu has been studied by

N. Apaton[7]. AlrCu crystallizes in a body centred tetragonal crystal structure with the

space group I+/mcm, whilst the lattice parameter a and c are 0.6066nm and 0.4874nm,

respectively. The unit cell consists of l2 atoms placed on alternating layers of Al and

Cu atoms. In the Al layer, the layer is rotated so that rwo AI atoms share a Cu atom at

the corner of the unit cell. The Al atoms change their positions on the subsequent Al

layer by a rotation of 90 degrees which makes the unit cell of AlrCu complex. The

position of the Al and Cu atoms in each layer in the unit cell of AlrCu is shown in

Figure(4-24).

The AlrCu phase(O) melts at the relatively low temperature of 864K, and it has

a narrow solute solubility range. These intrinsic properties of the intermetallic

compound favou¡ an ordered structüe developing upon freezing from its own melt.

Assume the fhst couple of liquid layers in front of the interface match with the crustal

structure for the solid. A regular associated soiution (RAS) model has been suggested,

in which the interaction between like and unlike atoms is considered to form a short

range ordering in the melt.

Fi¡st, the coordination of the numbered atoms in the unit cell are analyzed. The

interatomic distances between the first and second neighbours are considered, The

pair-bond energies of Al-Al, Al-Cu and Cu-Cu in both liquid and solid states are

calculated according to Swalin's equation[80]
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H,=NZHna/2 (4-4)

where Z is the coordination number, N is the Avogadro number(6.023 X 1013), H, is

the sublimation energy, and H* is the bond energy for the pair A-,{. The sublimation

energy for Al and Cu a¡e 76.2 Kcal/mole and 80.7 Kcal/mole[81], respecrively. The

bond energy between Al and Cu atoms in the solid srare is estimared byt8Ol:

O = [H^¡ - (H* + H,Ð|2]ZN (4-5)

where O is the interaction parameter, and Hou is the bond energy between unlike

atoms. l) is related to the heat of solution ¡H, and the atomic concentration of the

constituents in the solid solution by

O XoXu= a¡1 (4-6)

where X^ and X" present the atomic concentration of Al and Cu in the solid. In the o,

phase at 0.9 at%oCtt, ¿H = -1700 ca|g atom, so that, equation(4-6) gives Q = -18888.

Inserting this value into equation(4-4) as FI,. and taking the evaporarion energies for Al

nd Cu as 69.6 and 73.3 (Kcafmole)[81], the bond energies for Al-Al and Cu-Cu pairs

in thei¡ melt are 8.05(10¿0J) and 8.478(10'20 J), respectively. Using the enthalpy of

mixing as -2600 caUg.atom [82], the interaction parameter, O, for liquid atoms is

found to be -11700. The bond energy for the Al-Cu pair yields:
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Hlat-cu) = 8.94 X 10'20 J.

Upon the Íansfet of liquid atoms onto the solid phase, the net change in bond

energy is taken as the difference between each type of bond in the solid and liquid

states. The attachment energy for various planes is calculated by using the L&J

potential equation[80]:

Et,i¡, = e'y'(n-m) t m(l'10 /l¡)" - n(l¡¡%¡)'J (4-7)

Here eu is the potential energy, luo is the equilibrium interatomic distance, l., represents

the interatomic distances for various bonds in the compound phase, the n and m are 12

and 6, respectively. After phase transformation, the L&J potential energy is determined

for various bonds. The attachment energies calculated for the {110}, {002}, { 112},

{211}, {020} and, (0221 solid-iiquid interface planes are presenred in Table (4-10).

According to the results, the (112) and (110) planes are expected to be the mosr likely

facet forming planes during growth, because of the lower attachment energy.

Table 4-10. Attachment energy for a group of AlrCu atoms for

various solid-liquid interface planes[7].

lnterface 110 002 lt2 211 020 022

Eullo'2oJ) 3.5 9.4 2.8 6.3 8.9
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À Àl

Figwe 4-22

The unit crystal strucflre of Al,Cu intermetallic compound. A, B, and C indicate the

Al, Cu and Al atomic layers, respectively[7].
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4-8 Ðffects of Convection on AlrCu growth

It has been suggested[83] that the convective mixing present in a ground-based

sample breaks off the dend¡ite arms of the 0 phase and distributes them through the

melt to provide nuclei fo¡ the growth of more 0 phase particles. An analysis is

undertaken to compare the convection induced, shear flow with the strength of the

material by assuming that the force required to break the dendrites is comparable to

that produced by the shear flow at the solid-liquid interface. This situation is shown

schematically in Figure(4-25). The shear sEess at the surface increases with crystal

size so that this constraint would self-limit the process. The terminal size of the

crystals could result from the effects of natu¡al convection.

The shear stress at the surface is due to buoyancy driven, natural convection

a¡ound the growing crystal[84]. This flow is caused by density differences between the

fluid adjacent to the surface of the object and the bulk solution fa¡ from the crystal.

The snength of the motion is cha¡acterized by the Grashof number, the ratio of the

buoyancy force driving the motion to the viscous resistance. The Grashof numbe¡ is

defined as[85]:

G, = R'g 
^plp* 

1Jz (4-8)

where g is the graviøtional acceleration, ap is the density difference, p- is the bulk

fluid density, r.r is kinematic viscosity and R is the crystal's radius. The ratio of the

molecular transpor! coefficients for momentum and diffusion is called the Schmidt
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number, S. = o/D, where D is the diffusion coefficient for the solute. For the Al-Cu

system, Áp=0.05(g/cm3), p*=3.45(g/cm'), o=2.9X1ot(m%ec) and D=4x104(m%).ff

R=100(pm), then the Grashof number is about 2 whereas the Schmidt number is

approximately 73. Fo¡ a relatively small Grashof number but large Schmidt number,

the motion scales on the (Gn/Sc)'¿ is due to boundary layer structure of the flow. ln a

weak flow of this sort, the cha¡acteristic speed, ¡r-, is given by[85]

and the shea¡ ¡ate

where õ is the boundary layer thickness. The shear sEess at the surface is determined

by

x = ¡rI- = ¡rl¡J ô (4- r 1)

where p is the fluid viscosity, which is about 0.01g/cm.sec for liquid metal. Thus, the

characteristic speed is around 5(10{ m/sec). Take ô as l(pm) so rhar the shear rate is

about 500(s'r). The shear stress acting on the crystal surface calculated from

equation(5-8) is approximately 0.5 pa. If the 0 phase dendrite is a cube of 50¡rm, the

shea¡ force acting on a surface (F=tA) is approximately iO'e N.

The ultimate tensile strength of an Al-Cu alloy at a high 800K temperature is

p- = lGorSc)'/'ztlR

f=pJô

(4-e)

(4-10)



close to 20 MN/mz. The shear strength is about 70-75Vo of the tensile strengrh so thar

the shea¡ strength is a¡ound 14 MN/m'z(14 X 106 paX86l. The stress generated by free

convection is approximately several orders of magnitude too small to break off any

side arms.

Another possible approach is to compare the torque at the solid surface with

the soìid-liquid interface attachment energy. The following model has been suggested

by W.B. Russel[85] and it has been used to investigate the possibility of shear-induced

denaturation of protein crystals. For the 0 phase to grow, the Al and Cu atoms must be

in a particular conformation in order to bind to the crystal surface. Crystal growth will

be hindered if the shear suess changes the atomic conformation. Consider the spherical

nucleus shown in Figure(4-26), and assume it is "hinged" at point B, which is close to

the cylinder wali. Suppose the nucleus is held stationary in a uniform flow field of

strength ¡r-. The force F at point A wiil be esrimared from[85]:

F = 3z¡R¡¡pJ2 (4-12)

where R denotes the radius of the nucleus (100pm).

From equation(4-8), the interface attachment energy is characterized as a

funcfion of the interatomic distances, ln. The weakest bond energy occuned at

interface (112) and (110) at approximately 3(10¿0 Ð. By taking the interatomic

distances (r) close to 0.3(10'em), the breaking force (where F = -dEu/dr) is about

1.2(10'I0 N). A speed, [¡-, of approximately 3(10-rm/s) is required ro disrupt rhe aromic
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bonding at the interface. This speed is comparable in magnitude to the free convection

speed estimated earlier. This similarity suggests ¡hat the viscous sEesses due to natural

convection are sufficiently high to disturb the atoms as they approach the surface.

As before, assume that the f¡ee convection speed is about 5(l0{m/sec) and the

braking force is 1.2(i0''0 l.I), so that the maximum size of the 6 phase estimated from

equation(4- l0) is 50¡:m. From the transverse section of the ground based sample

shown in Figure(4- 10), it is evident that the 0 phase present in the sample has

comparable size to the estimated one.

The 0 phase growth can be desc¡ibed in the following two sreps: (1) the atoms

reach the su¡face from the bulk solution; and (2) the atoms are incorporated into the

crystal. From the above argument, it is clear that the viscous stress due to natu¡al

convection disturbs the atoms so that they wili not incorporate into the crystal after

reaching a certain size. Instead of breaking the dendrite arms of 0 phase, the

convective mixing promoted the dilution of the melt at the interface and increased the

instability. The growth of the primary 0 phase is diffusion contolled and, rherefore,

the convective mixing favours a faceted 0 phase morphology. The viscous stress due

to natural convection retarded the 0 phase growth and controlled the size of the facets.

Fu¡the¡more, the physical movement of the nucleation sites, due to the natural

convection, may provide additional nuclei for the growth of more 0 phase particles.

Therefore, the 0 phase particles in the ground-based sample are smaller, more

numerous and more finely spaced than the corresponding phase particles in the space

sample.
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Further systematic directional solidification experiments in relation to

orientation relative to the gravity vector g, and different solidification conditions a¡e

necessaly to investigate the effect of gravity and convection on the alloy structures and

segregations,
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Figure 4-23

Mechanisms by which shear flow may remove dend¡ite from the primary surface[84]

Figwe 4-24

Model for calculating the torque at point A due to shear stress[84].
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, the solídification behaviou¡ of hypereutectic Al-Cu alloys

having a composition range from Al with 36wt%o to S}wt%o Cu have been examined

unde¡ various solidification conditions. The following conclusions have been drawn.

(a). The morphology of the AlrCu primaries showed a gradual transition from

non-faceted to faceted crystals with increasing Cu content and decreasing

cooling rate. Growth of primary e phase is diffusion controlled, and, rherefore,

the instability of the interface is promoted by the dilution of the melt.

(b). The large tree like primary 0 phase observed in KC-135 samples and

QUESTS space sample are due to lack of convection in microgravity

envi¡onment.

(c). The presence of convective mixing in the ground based sample promoted

the faceted 0 phase morphology and retarded the dendritic gtowth. The

physicaliy moving of the nucleation sites due to the natural convection may

provide more nuclei for the growth of more 0 phase. Therefore, the ground

based sample will exibit more but smaller and more smoother 0 phase particles

than the space sample.

(d). The effect of convective mixing on the inter O-phase eutectic spacings and

the eutectic fault line spacings is small, due to the simultaneous growth of both



0 phase and cr, phase lamellas.

(e). Gravity is the major cause of segregation for venically upwards

solidification. However, phase change effects and buoyancy effects are also

contribution factors. Mac¡osegregation phenomenon may change with alloy

composition and cooling rate depends on which effect predominates.

(Ð. Lack of convection in the microgravity environment has resulted in the

reduced fluid motion which allowed larger dendrites to grow. During dendritic

solidification the flow of the interdendritic liquid is due solely to solidification

shrintage, which is compensated mostly by the deformation of the ingots. The

macrosegregation is insignificant in QUESTS microgravity envùonment.

In the futu¡e, systematic directional solidification experiments should be carried

out in relation to the orientation relative to the gravity vector, g, and diffe¡ent

solidification conditions, in order to investigate the effect of gravity and convection on

the alloy sEuctrues and segregations. Based on the experimental data, the mechanism

and mathmatic model on dendritic growth will be achieved. The dendritic spacing and

segregation in the ingot after solidification can be predicted.
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